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This project was undertaken because of a need to analyse 
concepts in social science more specifically and sequence them 
more carefully in a social science program. Concepts have been 
identified vaguely on many curriculum documents or left in 
isolation from each other when they are specifically identified. 
The project's aim was to identify a method for analysing 
concepts and sequencing their teaching on some rational basis. 
Once the method for analysing concepts was identified a 
questionnaire was designed and administered to a random sample 
of students at the grade three, five and eight levels. The 
questionnaire attempted to measure their comprehension of 
specific social science concepts at several levels which 
became progressively more complex. The major hypothesis was 
that there would be a direct correlation between age and achieve-
ment on the questionnaire. The raw scores were seriated and 
correlated with the ages of the students using the rank-
difference-squared method. 
For the majority of areas tested it was found that there 
was a significant correlation between age and achievement on 
the questionnaire. Variation in the correlation coefficients 
generated suggests that comprehension of social science concepts 
is not simply a function of age but is probably a function of 
several inter-related factors such as reading ability, skill 
in Basic Thinking Skills and age. 
Thirty students completed each test. There were three tests 
in the questionnaire. 
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AN INTHODUCTION ~ro 
Chapter 1 
This project was undertaken to develop a method for 
analysing social science concepts. Popular methods for 
sequencing social science concepts are vague and sUbjective. 
The methods for analysing social science concepts are vague 
and subsequently evaluation of concept development is vague. 
2 
The aim of the project is to identify a method for analys-
ing social science concepts and sequencing them for instruction 
so learnings may be more definitely evaluated and instruction 
may be sequenced to improve efficiency. Because concept under-
standing is part of a definite chain of learning, improving the 
efficiency of instruction in concepts should benefit instruction 
and comprehension in other more complex stages in social science 
learnings. Concepts represent organizations of facts which have 
a critical use in problem solving in social science. Concepts 
are organizations of facts which eliminate repetitive e redundant 
learning. With a fully developed understanding of a concept 
such as leadership, specific examples of that concept may be 
understood more quickly and more efficiently. It eliminates the 
need to relearn the idea of leadership for every example 
encountered. 
Concepts can be analysed and their characteristics definite-
ly listed. These characteristics are called attributes. 
Usually concepts have two or more attributes. These attributes 
may combine in different ways to define the concept,. Concepts 
can also be analysed according to their relationships to other 
concepts. Some concepts include several subordinate concepts 
as attributes. Some concepts are synonymous with other concepts 
and some concepts act as specific attributes for other concepts. 
J 
Concepts are a middle link in a specific chain of learnings. 
They represent the first classification of a physical environ-
ment into an abstract comprehension. The concept "cup" for 
example, encompasses a wide range of receptacles with specific 
characteristics, at its mature level. Concept learnings 
represent a mid-point in a chain of learnings because the learn-
ings prior to understanding concepts are direct responses to a 
concrete environment while the learnings following concept 
understanding are increasingly sophisticated abstractions of 
the concrete environment. 
Concepts can be objectively analysed and sequenced for 
learning. Individual concepts can be divided into levels of 
learning. The simplest level is identifying examples of the 
concept. The next level involves a classification of the 
perceived characteristic of several examples into union .s@ts 
of common characteristics. The final level involves enumerating 
these same characteristics as the attributes which define the 
concept. The process is cyclical because the attributes may 
be defined as further examples of the coflcept are encountered. 
This aspect emphlaSiises the importance of experience with examples 
of the concept to develop a complete comprehension of it. 
Using this outline of the development of concept comprehen-
sion a multiple choice questionnaire was designed to determine 
whether concept comprehension did improve with age. The concepts 
used were selected from Ministry of Education curriculum documents. 
The assumption underlying the questionnaire was that the 
concept development model that was used accurately reflected the 
correct sequence and levels of comprehension that an individual 
progressed through in learning a concept. 
4 
The questionnaire was applied to randomly selected classes 
at the grade three, five and eight level in Bramalea Ontario. 
The major hypothesis was that there would be a direct relation-
ship between the scores on the questionnaire and the ages of 
the students. The minor hypothesis predicted that all students 
would achieve better results on the initial more concrete levels 
of concept comprehension tested in the questionnaire and that 
all students would achieve better results on the concepts for 
which there were more concrete examples. 
CHAPTER. T1.1110 
A REVIE1rJ OF THE LITERAT 
Chapter 2 6 
The aim of concept learning may be analysed philosoph-
ically and educationally. An analysis of concepts will result 
in increased understanding, according to Harre~ Ausubel 
interprets the educational goal of concept learning as the 
acquisition of a clear, stable organised body of knowledge in 
which increase'§ accuracy , clarity , longevity in memory and 
transferability for the student and the teacher. 2 
The continuing philosophical debate about concepts has 
influenced the expectations and hypotheses in concept learning 
research. Logical positivists believe that meaning is related 
to the method of checking for truth and falsity. Linguistic 
analysts believe meaning is related to the word's social use. 
Post linguistic analysts believe some concepts exist as non-
verbal images.JAII analysts emphasize correlation of concepts 
with words which introduce the rationality of word structures 
I . 1.} and formal oglC. 
Definitions of the term concept are numerous and various. 
It is the label of a group of things that have something in 
common. 5 It is the vehicle of thought. 6 
1Harre, Formal A:nalys~s of Concept, 5 
2Ausubel, "Meaningful Reception Learning and the 
Asquisition of eoncept", 168 
J ibid 
l.}ibid, 1J 
5Archer, "Psychological Nature of Concepts", J7 
6Harre, op. cit., J 
7 
It is ordered information about the properties of one or more 
things, objects, events or processes.? It is a series of 
experiences which define a class of events. 8 Concepts are formed 
when overt behaviour comes to depend on certain properties of 
stimulus patterns while disregarding other properties. 9 A concept 
is the formation of a similar response to dissimilar stimuli10 
and/or the aquisition of a mediating process that can be detached 
from stimulus objects. 11 It is ordered information about the 
properties of one or more things that enables anyone class or 
thing to be differentiated from another. 12 
Gagne has identified the common elements among the various 
definitions. Concepts are an inferred process which require 
the discrimination of similar and dissimilar stimUlus objects. 
The end performance of learning requires that the learner place 
an object in a class. 1) Concepts may be learned by observation 
and by definition. 14 
Concepts may be analysed in terms of their defining 
attributes. An attribute is a common characteristic possessed 
by all examples of the concept. 
?Klausmeier. Sipple and Allen, "First Cross Sectional 
Study of Attainments of the Concepts Equilateral Triangle and 
Cutting Tools by Children age Five to Sixteen", 
8Gagne. "Learning of Principles", 83 
9ibid , 82 
10ibid 
l1 ibid 
12Klausmeierp Ghatala and Frayer Conceptional Learning 
and Thought, 4 
13Gagne , "Learning of Principles"p 83 
14ibid~ 90 
Any attribute may vary in value while still maintaining the 
definition~ for example, in the concept "blue squares", colour 
and shape are attributes while blue and square are values. 
The value blue may contain several hues that would be 
permissibl,e. 73y defining attributes and values a concept 
may be specifically described. Defining attributes are ones 
in which a change in attribute value alters class incl,usion. 
Klausmeier has deve~oped an interesting analysis of concepts 
. j 
because the product of his analysis analyses itself,producing 
a concept of a concept. The attributes of the concept, 
go concept'~ are defined as power, structure v learnabili ty "usabili ty, 
validity and generality. Power identifies the extent to 
which it facilitates or explains other concepts. Structure 
refers to the relationship of the definition and defining 
attributes which itself is specifically based on a 
classification of sixteen possibilities of partitioning a 
stimulus pOPulation.l~earnabilit~ varies in relation to 
learning, culture and :Language.1 '?Jsabili ty is defined as the 
use of the concept in forming principles and solving 
18 
problems. Validity is the extent to which experts agree 
upon a def'initioJ.i~9 
15Klausmeier Ghatala and Frayer, op. cit.~ 33 
16 ibid , 8 
17' b 'd 1. 1 , 6 
18'b'd 119 7 
19ibid 
Generality refers to the placement of a concept in a 
hierarchical sequence of progressively increasing inclusion 
of more specific concepts and a corresponding decrease in 
the number of specific attributes.20 
Concepts represent a critical intermediary experience 
between perception and the generalisation of perception 
resulting in theories and systems formulations. The 
development of concepts frees thought and expression from 
the physical environment .21 They represent wide modifications 
of perceptions-so wide that the organization of those 
perceptions may be re-arranged Concept comprehension 
reduces the need for additional learning and relearning 
because the individual can generalise to new instances 
and identify non instances readily~3 Direct experience with 
new instances serves to increase the validity and power 
of the concept for the individual. 
Bruner has identified four main uses of concept 
learning. It reduces the complexity of the environment. 
It is the means by which the objects about us are identified. 
20 ibid , 8 
21Gagne~ Conditions of Learning, 139 
22Russel, Children is Thinking ~ 121 
2JKlausmeier. Sipple and Allen, op~ cit., 8 





It reduces the constant necessity for relearning. It provides 
direction for instrumental activity and ordering and relating 
of classes and events. 25 
Concepts are also the building blocks of more complex 
organizations of experience. When concepts are related to each 
other, they form principles. 26 In order to learn any principle 
the individual must know the concepts involved and the ~perations 
relating them~27 By using 
bl 'b solved. 28 pro ems may e 
principles associated with concepts, 
Particularly in social science, prob'lem 
solving depends upon an understanding of specific concepts. 
Merrifield identifies eight types of l~arning, based on 
Gagne's outline. The eight types are: Signal learning, stimulus 
response learning, chaining, verbal associations, multiple 
discrimination, concept learning, principle learning, and finally 
problem solving. 29 Although the sequenc'es may be debated, it 
emphasises the intermedtary position of concept learning to 
simpler and ,-more complex organizations of knowledge. Concept 
learning represents the initial step and the foundation into the 
. areas of progressive abstraction and generalization. 
25 - , Archer, OPe cit., 45 
26 Gagne , Conditions of Learning, 139 
27 Gagne, "Learning of Prin'ciple s" 'j' 87 
28Kl . S· 1 'A . . ausmeler,. lpp e and lIen, op. CIt., 9 
29Merrifield""Analysis of concepts from the point· of . 
view of structure of intellect", 29 
1 i 
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, op. cit. w 38 
urn 
zati 
Value concepts reflect beliefs and interpersonal relations 
" " 11 such as 'empathy and government by the people. Concepts of 
method emphasise the skills by which knowledge is obtained 
H II If II 
and organised such as &bservatio~; classification, measurement, 
,,33 
analysis" and synthesis •. 
Bruner has outlined the most systematic and applicable 
analysis of the types of concepts. He classifies concepts 
. . •.. 1 . 1314; A . . as conJunct~ve, dl.sJunctl.ve and re atl..ona '. conJunctl.ve 
concept is characterised by the appropriate value of several 
attributes. Disjunctive concepts are characterised by the 
presence of two or more attributes individually in each 
instance such that x or y or z may be present and the concept 
would still apply to the particular example. In relational 
concepts there is a specifiable relationship between or among 
attribute components. 
It is this method of classifying concepts which has been 
used most frequently in research and in theoretical papers 
as a method of communicating ideas, analysing results and 
organising experiments. It is interesting to note also that 
conjunctive, disjunctive and relational concepts represent 
a seriation in terms of learning difficulty. Bruner observes 
that North American people have a pr.edil·eoJd~Gn for creating 
and understanding conjunctive concepts more than the others. 
3JFancettB Social Science Concepts and the Classroom. 7 
34Bruner, Study of Thinking, 41 
3.5 ibid 
36 ibid , 58 
13 
Glasser had noted the same pattern and concluded that the type 
of concept preferred and learned easier is based on prior 
\ 
society experience 'and the degree of logical complexity of the 
type of concept being learned. 37 
Gagne has added another dimension to Bruner's analysis 
by classifying the three kinds of concepts according to the 
~way in which they are learned. Conjunctive concepts may be 
learned by direct observation whereas disjunctive and relational 
concepts are learned by definition. 38 This occurs because many 
<"' 
disjunctive and relational concepts, such as weight, do not 
have positive and negative examples, so the concept attributes 
and values must be given rather than induced before examples of 
the concept can be identified. 39 
Although the order of learning difficulty has been 
identified using a specific set of types of concepts, there is 
still another way of organising concepts. Concepts may also be 
organised by the way they relate to other concepts. The three 
relationships are labelled supra-ordinate, subordinate and co-
ordinate. A supra-ordinate relation is one in which a specific 
concept is identified as a component or subset of a larger 
concept or class. Leadership is a subconcept of the concept 
government. A subordinate relation, is one In which a specific 
concept is analysed or subdivided into its component subsets 
of concepts. A co-ordinate relation is the correlation of a 
specific concept with synonymous or equivalent concepts. 40 
3?Glasser, Concep~ Learning and Teaching, 21 
38Gagne, "Learning of Principles", 89 
39 ibi;d, 88 
4oKlausmeier, Sipple and Allen, op. cit., 9 
14 
The analysis of concept relationships emphasises,::t;hematrix 
pattern of condept attainment. The achievement of some concepts 
is dependent upon the achievement of specific sUb-concepts in 
a continuous chain of learning. This represents one of the major 
problems in concept research and concept teaching. It is 
necessary to identify the logical relationships in both areas 
as a prelude to any action and as a vital component in any 
evaluation. Since relationships, although logical, are not 
always objective, both research and instruction confront an 
enigmatic problem of sUbjective relationships. These relation-
ships are particularly evident in examining concept development 
in children. 
The next topic is difficult because it is self-negating. 
To explain the correspondence of developmental stages and concept 
development without ident.lfying the limitations and specific 
applications is oversimplifying. Tet to include the application 
is to lose the overall scheme of development; consequently, the 
developmental stages will be corresponded to concept development 
as succinctly as possible and followed by a consideration of 
specific factors which influence the correspondence. 
The specific variables which relate concept development 
and maturational level are the necessity of action and the develo-
ment of images and language. In the sensori-motor stage, concepts 
are understood only as a factor of perception and action. 41 
41Piaget, Child and Realit~, 10 
15 
In the complete absence of speech and the extremely limited 
indication of intelligence, it may be debatable that there is 
concept development at all. The transition from sensori-motor 
to preoperational stage heralds the beginning of conceptional 
learning. The preoperational stage sees the development of 
mental images. These images are a set of symbols which provide 
more or less accurate but delayed translation of the level of 
comprehension of the individual. 42 These images are not sufficient 
to develop the operatory structures of classification, ,seriation, 
correspondence and matrices because they are not reproductive 
" " 0 0 " 0 h3 r< " lmages whlch are Ilml ted to prevlous preceptlons. 'c 0tatlc 
situations are described in terms of Bohfigurationsafudtriris-
" °b dOt ~ b" t" 1" 44 mhO formatlons are descrl e In erms o~ su Jec lve causa lty. 1 lS 
stage is characterised by universal finalism, a combination of 
physical and psychical realism, animism and systematic 
t Of" 0 '1' " 45 ar l lela lsm. 
Whereas the images during the preoperational stage are static, 
the -images during the concrete operational stage are anticipatory 
and envisage change as well as results. 46 The images thus 
become a better base for th~ developing structures. 47 
42Piaget and Inhelder, Psychology of the Child, 79 
43 ibid , 71 
44Piaget, Growth of Logical Thinking, 246 
Lt5 0 0 
, 'Plaget and'Inhelder,.op. Clt., 110 
46. b 0, 71 l lQ, 
47 ibid , 79 
The child becomes capable of certain logic. Reversibility 
of operations is understood but the logic is based on real 
objects. Ther~ is a representative evocation of objects 
or events not present through deferred imitation, symbolic 
play, drawing and verbal evocation which is based on the 
development of language}f9 The overall cognitive structures 
are present but they are weak and permit only step by step 
reasoning?O Operations must relate directly to objects and 
• c; 1. . 
not verbally to a stated hypothes1s ....... 'fh1s stage represents 
the transition between schemes of action and the general 
• • C; ? log1.cal structure s of formal operat1onsO' ,--
At the concrete operations stage,correlations between 
types of equilibria... i3,re unstable a:l though each of 
equilibrium by itself may be stable~J ~his stage is not a 
very great extension of the empirical si tuations~4 jfhe 
;fI,," • 
understanding of some factors such as we1ght lags beh1.nd 
1I If 
others such as length because it is difficult to dissociate 
some concepts from one t s own actions~5 ;fhought cannot be 
immediately generalized to all physical properties~6 
48piaget~ Child and Reality, 21 
49Piaget and Inhelder op. cit., 53 




53Piaget, Growth of Logical Thinking~ 250 
54 'b'd ,1. 1. , 






The stage is characterised by an extension of actual phenomena 
in the direction of potential but with only a nascent 
comprehension of this movement~7 
The stage of formal operations is characterised by the 
dominance of possibility over reality_ The set of given 
facts is now seen as the sector of the set of possible 
transformations that have actually come about and the facts 
58 
are not accepted until they are verified. This stage is 
essentially hypothetico-deductive, characterised by 
propositions or postulations of facts independent of whether 
they really exist. Assumptions may be linked together and 
consequences identified when validity may be possible to 
check~9 In contrast to the concrete stage which starts with 
the empirical and proceeds towards the hypothetical p this 
stage reverses the direction and ends up at the empirical~5() 
Relations may now be ordered only verbally whereas at the 
(1 
concrete stage referents for relations needed to be concrete J • 
The adolescent can begin to analyse his own theoriesq2 
57'b'd 1. 1. 9 248 
58 'b'd 1. 1. , 250 
59'b'd 1. 1. , 251 
60ibid 
61 ibid ,252 
62ibid , 340 
1.8 
The formal stage marks a more dlstinct differentiation between 
personal viewpoint and external reality which was not 
previously possible due to the dominant force of egocentrism,63 
The individual during this period is continually refocussing 
his perspectives due to increasing knowledge while;oPjectivlty 
due to differentiation and co-ordination of multiple 
.1'} 
perspectives is increasing.o~The adolescent can become 
committed to possibilities because he can Q11±:lti~.ay:st:en:rs Lana 
theories to think beyond the present.65 These changes are the 
result of the:;interaction of forms of intelligence and 
social formal structures mediated by the individual's 
, ? t: 
experl.ence &,)0 
It is interesting at this point to notice a study which 
was completed prior to the Piagetian revolution yet reflects 
his developmental stages very accurately. The study analysed 
the growth of concept development in children and identified 
five stages. The pre-abstract stage prior to eighteen months 
was characterised by discrimination and generalisation but 
was not linguisti~. At about eighteen months the first 
linguistic discriminations are made. At twenty-six months 
the first simple genus species relationships are made such as 
orange-food. 
63'b'd ]. ]. j J4J 
64' b ' d ]. ]. , 345 
65'b'd ]. l. • 339 
66' b 'd ]. 1 , 338 
At about four and one half years the hierarchy is perceived 
on three levels such as food-vegetable-potato and at the 
67 final level the child can grasp up to a nine step hierarchy_ 
The hierarchical organisation is due to repeated classification 
?.o 
and increased generalisation in concepts .~'v 
It is important to remember at this point a critical 
factor which will be subsequently dealt with in more detail 
later'lthe pervasive. influence of egocentrism and the gradual 
socialisation of the individual from child to adulthood. 
Piaget concludes that there is little understanding or 
effective response to phenomena beyond a childts empirical 
60 
experience. -' Such concepts as "nationalism~' social justice" 
and"humanity"are difficult or impossible for children to 
understand. Although a baby may respond to someone socially 
very early in life, it is inany years later before any inter-
• 70-act~on actually develops", J It is not until the age of 
thirteen to fifteen years that feelings about ideals become 
71 
autonomous and not connected intrinsically with one person. 
67Welsh and Long, "A P~eliminary Investigation ,of some 
aspects of the hierarchical development of concepts"" 476 
6~U;$s~l, f op • cit., 242 
69p . t 
.1age , Growth of Logical Thinking, 31.1-9 
7Chusse:l' 
. , .. '. , op. cit. ~ 142 
71p t..l Growth of Logical Thinking, 349 
The developmental progression and the analysed 
progression in concept development also corresponds 
significantly with the steps in types of learning discussed 
previously. Early learning is unsystematic, specific and 
concrete, which reflects the mode s of the.Jibhild. .Only the 
last three steps in the Gagne model correlate observations 
in a systematic and comprebensive manner. Although children 
certainly may not progress systematically and sequentially 
the learning step~ do reflect, in their progression, the 
abilities of the child to logically organize phenomena. 
20 
Although the Piagetian scheme of development has been used 
extensivelY in clinical research and classroom experimentation 
there have been few attempts to create a description of 
concept learning based on his conclusions. Klausmeier and 
others at the University of Wisconsin centre for cognitive 
learning have done just that. The conceptual learning and 
development model accepts Piaget's view of an organism-centred 
interactional learning and development process72 and 
postulates qualitative, not merely additive, differences 
at successive levels of concept attainment. 73 It does not 
attempt to explain differences on a biological or physiolog-
ical level and is neutral in respect to the global operations 
of equilibrium assimilation and accommodation with more 
emphasis upon environmental factors. 
72Klausmeier, Ghatala and Frayer, op; cit. I 8 
73 ibid 
74ibid 
For learning at successively higher levels it bears similarity 
75 to Piaget's description of concept development. For short 
time interval learning. it bears resemblance to concept 
learning theories developed by American experimental 
psychologists. 76 
Performance at the concrete level is inferred when the 
individual recognises an object which has been encountered 
on a prior occasion which, according to Gagne, depends upon 
attending to an object and discriminating it from other 
objects .77 
Performance at the identity level is inferred when the 
child can identify objects as the same one previously 
encountered from another perspective which involves identifying 
the various forms of the same object and general ising them 
. 78 
as equl.valent.· 
p'erformance at the classificatory level inferred 
when the individual treats two instances of the same class of 
things as equivalent although they mayor may not be able to 
7° describe the basis for making that response. /Performance at 
the formal level is inferred when the individual can give the 
name of the concept and name it,.s intrinsic or societally 
accepted attribute. He can aCQu:r::atgdy de signate instance s as 
75'b'd ]. 1. ~ 2 
76ibid 
77· b 'd 1. J. , 16 
78ibid 
79' b 'd 1. 1. , 18 
22 
belonging or not belonging to the set or class and he can state 
the basis for inclusion or exclusich of an instance on the basis 
. f' . 'b 80 of 1ts de 1n1ng attr1 utes. 
Although no model for concept development can comprehen-
sively analyse and structure the area, this one offers several 
strong elements. It is based on current rasearch and philosophy. 
It offers an initial conception of levels and progressions. 
It is couched in behavioral terms and it includes the extension 
and application possible at each level of performance. There 
are, however,some drawbacks. The behavioral terms are very 
global and need to be analysed into smaller steps while maintain-
ing the logic and philosophical base of the system. Some steps 
seem to suddenly incorporate more skills than the previous 
step,~without much previous development. The stages seem to 
apply easily to .concrete referents such as mathematical and 
scientific concepts and less easily to semi-abstract or totally 
abstract referents such as so6ial science concepts. Nevertheless, 
a model offers a beneficial foundation because it decreases 
the amount of clarifying communication necessary and it can be 
described in more detail without completely losing its original 
significance. A model which represents a system is more 
likely to result in a clarification due to analysis and experiment-
ation than is a vaguely connected collection of theories and 
generalisations. 
80" 'd 101 
23 
A system is always much neater and more definite without 
the details, restrictions and conditions which are empirically 
unavoidable but it is these things which make the syst9m 
more meaningful by provinG that it can rationally accomodate 
seeminglY diverse observations and conclusions. 
·Factors Influencing Concept Development 
One of the most pervasive influences on the development of 
rational concepts is egocentrism. The self centred perspective 
prevents the development of logical structures by justification 
and stimulates the development of fragmentary imaginary 
81 systems. ~Only between the ages of seven and eight is there 
the beginning of a true understanding between children.82 Until 
then the explanation style is still too egocentric, 
characterised by elliptical style, :indetermi:hat~. pronouns, 
lack of order and juxtaposition of ideas.83 Pre-causality 
disappears at the same age as egocentrism since a casual 
explanation is an attempt to adopt oneself to the external 
world, to objectify and depersonalise thoughts. Without this 
effort the mind projects intentions into everything and 
. 8/i, 
nothing is seen as fortu1.tous. 
Piaget has seen the characteristics of egocentrism 
in concept understanding as being so numerous, distinctive 
and popular that he has labelled them the process of 
syncretism. Syncretism is a subjective synthesis of ideas 
85 since an objective synthesis presupposes analysis. 
81Piaget,Language and Phought of The Child, 238 
82'b'd ]. 1. , 
8J ibid 
84'b'd 1. 1. » 
85'b'd 1. 1. , 
124 
237 
Since egocentric childish thought connects all occurrences 
with no pla~? for chance the child will invent connections 
as best he can.86 It is a wide and comprehensive but obscure 
and inaccurate intellectual activity where no distinctions 
are made and things are heaped one upon another~87 In concludin€],. 
analysis is richer and more confused than adult general 
schemas.88 Under the influence of egocentrism~ the child 
listens and believes that he understands everything. He 
doesn I t ask for clarification but rather he assimUat,e's 
any unknown words into his general schema.89 The apparition 
of a whole general schema may be released by a partial 
analogy between known ideas and new ideas.90The child will 
ignore unknown words to produce a schema of explanation 
OJ 
which in turn interprets or digests unknown words./ . 
Syncretism seems to follow in the development of 
language from using words and sentences to an analysis of 
their meaning. 92 
86' b "d 1 1 p 150 
87 ob od 1. 1 , 132 
88ibid 
89 ibid 151 
90ibid~ 143 
91ob"d 1. 1. , 152 
92 ' b "d :1. 1 9 154 
Piaget identifies two main types of syncretism: reason and 
understanding. Syncretism of understanding refers to the 
verbal distortion of a proposition into a general schema 
which actually contradicts the meaning of the initial 
proposition. 9Jln a syncretism of reason~ processes or 
propositions are linked not by logical analysis but by some 
general schema which connects the two in an indistinct and 
qL~ general manner./ 
Piaget sees two possible explanations to explain the 
process of syncretism. The child may argue from the 
resemblance of two elements taken from two objects and 
correspond other elements term by ter~50r a given proposition 
might induce a schema based on the symbolic meaning g mental 
imagery, sentence rhythm and word position. This new schema 
is used to assimilate and dige another proposition which 
0(, 
in turn generates a schema which digests the initial propositi6h 
Piaget sees the process of syncretism as the focussing 
upon only part of a proposition and adding corrolaries to each 
proposition which corresponds even though the main propositions 
do not ,,97 
9J' b 'd 1. 1. , 139 
94'b'd 
.1 1. ., 134 
95'b'd 
.1 :l p 142 
96ibid 
97'b'd 1. 1. ~ 138 
It is interesting to note that Bruner has observed the same 
type of process in experimental situations in which adults are 
learning propositions. Once the attributes of the concept 
have been established the subjects tend to fill in missing 
nP 
attributes on subsequent examples even if they are not there: u 
EVen though syncretism seems to be largely overCOlue with 
maturity, there are traces of its influence left even at an 
adult level. 
Rather than identify obstructions to concept learning, 
other writers have attempted to identify the skills required 
to ~~nsure concept learning. Gagne classifies these skills 
as intsrnal and external. Internal skills involve a set of 
verbal chains previously applied to representativE stimulus 
situations involving the concept and the development of the 
skill of multiple discrimination. The external requirements 
involve facilitating instructional skills such as the close 
presentation of examples, f.!ocussing instructions,·· reinforcement 
of a correct response and the presentation of several 
qo 
addi tional examples to ensure attainment' • ./ In keeping with 
his outlined hierarchy of learning types he emhpasises the 
critical importance of concrete examples which must be 
referable to actual stimulu~ situations. 100 
Attending to a situation and discrimination are critical 
factors involved in the development of rational concepts. 
98 B 't 47 ,runer, op. c~ ., 
99Gagne, ponditions of Learning, 134 
IOO'b'd 11, 132 
The child must be able to recognise the concept as being the 
same despite certain irrelevant changes in orientation or in 
the method of sensing the concept. 101 Attention and 
28 
discrimination may be based on a bundle of properties which 
make a thing different from other things. 102 The features of 
an object used to discriminate it depends on the other objects 
from which it must be discriminated. 10) 
Bruner has outlined several influences on concept 
attainment at an adult level but these could apply to children 
also. The individual's idea about what degree of accuracy 
constitutes an adequate solution will influence concept 
achievement as well as the depth of understanding of a concept 
which depends on previous related knowledge and verbal leve~:04 
Concept attainment will vary with the subject' s~.antic.i:pated 
consequences of achieving the concept. 105 If. there is a 
conscious seeking of the concept definition results will be 
better. 106 Bruner found that subjects have a tendency to look 
for a certain type of concept in an experimental situation 
and to continue to look for certain attributes once they 
107 
have been identified in one example. 
101Klausmeier, G.n:a.'t",l)aJ and Frayer Opt cit., )2 
102Gibson, Principles of Concept Learning andDevelopme~t,82 
10)Klausmeier, Ghatala and Frayer Opt cit., )2 
104Bruner, Opt cit., 59 
105ibid, 78 
106ibid , 57 
l07"b"d .~ ~ 
I 
If either of these is not adjusted according to feedback 
experience, concept development will be retarded. This is 
particularly evident in reference to the opportunities to 
validate a concept. If opportunity to check the meaning of a 
concept are infrequent, individuals continue to use invalid 
d f ° °t o 108 e lnl lons. 
Bruner defines the aim of concept learning as the 
identification of a set of strategies with maximum rationality 
stated in strict logical terms. 109 Many of the factors 
previously discussed are subjective factors which change with 
the age of the child. In addition there are many objective 
factors which influence concept attainment no matter what the 
29 
age of the individual. The number of attribute values increases 
the complexity of the learning task by increasing the possible 
b f b Ot ° 0 1 110 Th num er 0 com lna lons lnvo ved. e manner .and order of 
encountering concept examples and example frequency influence 
attainment. lll Whether the examples are positive or negative 
alsO. :influences concept attainment,112 as does the number of 
possible examples. There are many examples of airplanes but 
only one example of a moon,113 while such concepts as eternity 
have no perceptible instances. 114 
108 o b Od l l , 67 
lO9ob"d l l , 55 
110 o b o d l l , 65 
lll"bOd l l , 69 
112ibid 
113Klausmeier, Ghatala and Frayer op. cit., 11 
114ibid 
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Although positive examples aid in concept attainment, positive 
redundant information slows down the speed of concept learning. 115 
Negative redundant information produces the same result. 116 
One critical development factor is the child's ability 
to analyse stimulus configurations into abstract dimensions 
or attributes. This ability develops with age. 117 As age 
increases,there is an increasing reference to attributes to 
. 118 W"th " " th hOld I sort thlngs out. 1 lncreaslng age, e c 1 can a so 
identify less obvious attributes of concept instances119 but 
when attributes are vague or ambiguous for the individual, 
there is a greater reliance on group concensus to identify 
them. 120 The older the child the more abstract the definition 
of the concept that he gives. 121 The older the child the more 
h " hI I d" th k"ll" h t" t" 122 19 Y deve ope lS e s 1 ln ex aus lve sor lng. 
Learning concepts inductively also involves the child's 
skill in problem solving. The Bruner definition mentioned 
115Bulgara and Archer "Concept identification of auditory 
stimuli as a function of amount of relevant and irrelevant 
information", 256 
116Bourne, Guy, Dodd, Justen, "Concept identification: 
The effects of varying length and information components of 
the intertreal interval", 6 28 
117Klausmeier, Ghatala, Fr,ayer, OPe cit., 19 
118Wiviot, "Basis of classification of geometric concepts 
used by children of varying characteristics", 10 
119Klausmeier, Ghatala, Frayer, OPe cit., 9 
120 Bruner, OPe cit., 76 
121Russel and Saadeh, "Qualificative levels of children's 
vocabularies", 197 
122Klausmeier, Ghatala and Frayer, OPe cit., 185 
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previously emphasises this component in the areadf:problem solving. 
Thus it is also possible to observe and analyse children's 
attainment of concepts acquired inductively by the use of the 
problem solving method. 123 Through experimental observation two 
approaches to analysing concepts inductively haye been identified. 
In one approach, the learner guesses the possible attribute or 
combination of attributes and then checks his guess or hypothesis 
against positive and negative examples of the concept. In the 
other approach, the learner notes commonalities in the examples 
of the concept. This approach requires that positive examples 
of the concept be used. 124 Once the hypothesis has been formulated 
it is verified for consistencyconcensus, affective congruence 
and/or congruence with an ultimate criterion. 125 After the concept 
has been rectified by repeat~d~application it is maintained in 
two ways: either by the formation of a typical instance or of 
a generic instance which emphasises the idealised values of the 
attribute with no noisy attributes. 126 Concept attainment may 
be tested directly by identifying an example of the concept or 
indirectly by identifying non-examples of a concept. 127 
Most concepts are learned deductively from definitions. 128 
123 . 55 Bruner, OPe clt., 
124KlauSmeier, Ghatala and Frayer,op. cit., 19 
125ibid, 20 
126 B run e r , 0 p. cit., 64 
127ibid, 71 
128Ausubel, Ope cit., 165 
This requires the assimilation of new content and it~ 
relation to established ideas which depend upon the criterial 
attributes of the co~cept.129 The learner0s relevant ideas 
must be available, stable, clear and discriminable. 130 
Deductive instructional concept learning may be influenced 
by th~ selection and ordering of concepts g instructions to the 
learner g the use of, experimentally verified principles of 
concept learning, the use of concepts with wide explanatory 
power,and,ordering the sequence ofpresentations. 1J1 Orienting 
instructions help the child in relation to gross and fine sense 
orientation. 132 The use of rational sets of examples and non-
examples, emphasis of relevant attributes, teaching a strategy 
for analysing concepts, learner feedback and active learner 
involvement also influence concept learning. 1J3 
frhe experimenter and/or the teacher cannot manipulate 
concept learning directly. They present stimuli which induce 
representational responses which may have a meaning for the 
subject which may be identified as the concept. 134 Archer 
defines concept learning asa remote control system with a 
great deal of slack in the geartrain. 135 
129'b"d 1 ]. ~ 169 
130ibid 
131ibid 
132Klausmeier.and l'i1einke,"Concept Attainment as a function 
of instructions concerning the Stimulus M'aterial" ~ 221 
133I1/IcMurray, Bernard and Klausmeier "An Instructional 
Design for Accelerating Ctdldrenws Concept Learning", 2 
134Archer, op. cit., 48 
135ibid 
This does not nullify the application of valid learning 
principles in a cons'istent and conscientious manner; it only 
emphasises the permanent existence of chance and personal 
differences in concept learning. 
Verbal instructions may improve understanding by 
33 
performing two essential functions: explaining unfamiliar 
terminology and directing observation. 136 Verbal instructions 
provide the learner with advanved organizers137 so he achieves 
the same goal as the inductive learner. 138 
Although logical analysis in concept learning increases 
with age,139 the learning method at any age may be analytical 
or global. Analytical learners categorize observations. 
Global learners also categorize but on a relatively undiffer-
entiated stimulus. 140 Analytical learners show better 
achievement on complex concepts in relation to time, number 
f . 1 . d d fl' 141 -~ . t 1 o trla s requlre an errors 0 exc USlon. ~xperlmen a 
attempts to teach analysis to global learners are contradictory. 
One concluded that it made no difference 142 while Adams con-
cluded that it did. 143 Wiviot found that analytical ability 
136Klausmeier, Ghatala and Frayer Ope cit., 117 
137 
Schultz, "Role of cognitive organisers in the facilit-
ation of concept learning in elementary school science", 126 
138 . . ., . Trabasso, Rollens, Shaunessy, storage and verification 
stages in processing concepts", 288 
1j9Klausmeier, Ghatala and Frayer, op. cit., 45 
140 
I Kagan, Moss 
conceptualisation", 
141Kl . \. ausmeler, 
142ibid , 46-50 
and Sigel "Significance of styles of 
110 
Ghatala and Frayer, op. cit., 42 
143Adams, "Learning to learn on a concept attainment 
task as a function of age and socio-economic level", 3 
34 
is related to social class144 but a later replication refuted 
this. 145 The only point of agreement seems to be that analytical 
ability increases with age and may be used to differentiate 
children at one age level based on achievement on spicified 
tasks. 
The relationship of language and concept learning is o'nly 
partially defined. Piaget said the relationship of developmental 
stages and language is correlative not simply casu~1.146 The 
relationship of language and formal structures is not known 
exactly. 147 Language itself cannot give the child operatory 
structures unless they have been reached in concrete and 
b 1 · f 148 sym 0 lC orm. 
Klausmeier's progression on language acquisition directly 
reflects Piaget's stages. First the child associates the 
word with the ob'ject. Secondly, the word becomes associated 
with the child's abstracted idea of the image. Thirdly, the 
" word becomes associated with the whole class of objects. 
Finally, the child identifies the attributes of the particular 
° 149 lmage. 
144Wiviot, "BasiS of classification of geometric 
concepts used by children of varying characteristics", 7 
145Nelson, "A study of classificatory behaviour in low 
socio-economic children of varying characteristics", 7 
146piaget, Child and Reality, 117 
1470b"d l l , 120 
148 o b · d l l , 118 
149Klausmeier, Ghatala and Frayer, op. cit., 123 
This sequence is illustrated in children's analysis of 
nonsense words in sentences. Younger children derive a 
meaning for the word based on the first encountered 'instance 
and alter all subsequent examples to fit the initial meaning. 
Older children modify the meaning of the same word in several 
150 
examples in order to fit all of them. 
Language and concept learning are positively related. 
Words are societally accepted definitions of a concept. 151 
Many vocabulary tests test for recognition of a concept,1 5 2 
and many experiments identify a positive correlation between 
, . 153 
vocabulary and concept attalnment. Verbal cues make concept 
attainment more efficient. 154 Verbal ability will influence 
the speed and the method of learning concepts. 155 
35 
Language significance increases as the child develops as a 
social being. The explainer wants to make the explanation 
more truthful. 156 Communication necessitates a more objective 
analysis of ideas. The congruence of personal and societal 
definitions increases. 
150ibid, 148 
151 Carroll, "Words Meaning and Concept", 179 
152Russel, Children's Thinking, 122 
153Klausmeier, Sipple and Allen, Ope cit., 40 
154G . C d't' f' L . 131 agne, on l lons 0 earnlng, 
155Glasser, op. cit., 23 
6 15 Piaget, Langu~e and Thought of The Child, 124 
Social concepts are the result of a child's self concept 
and his social experience. 157They are determined early at 
home and latex' within his peer group. The teaching of soc ial 
concepts as ideals does not seem to have a maj,arimpact "llPon 
the child's social concepts. 158Improved s social 
percepts to concepts reflected in concrete classification with 
friends and later to labelling and the development of 
prejudices. 159 
Wesley and Adams identified a hierarchy of social concepts 
from simple to complex • 16,QChildren first attain concepts about 
things, places, persons and actions. Next they learn concepts 
about occurences and events in places, They then learn 
concepts about relations among people and between man and 
nature. Following this they learn concepts of time and space 
and relationships between individuals and groups. This is 
followed by the development of personal and social codes, 
standards and ideals. Relationships among groups are defined 
next and finally relationships between society and groups. 
This hierarchy represents a gradual progression from 
egocentric to socially conscious concepts which is congruent 
with Piaget's developmental outline. It also correlates with 
Klausmeier's outline of language acquisition in that it becomes 
more abstract and more class conscious as it progresses 
157Russel, OPe cit., 141 
158ibid, 142 
159ibid , 143 
160 ibid t 146 
It is significant not in its· accuracy but in i.tg·· intent 37 
to seriate types of social concept based on age of acquisition. 
It represents a mandatory co.mponent for analysis and evalu-
ation of social science 'concepts. 
Two studies in particular seem to agree with the hierarchy 
of social concepts. One study investigated the type of concept 
most frequently and accurately understood by children. The 
study concluded that the types of social concepts understood 
best were those on crime and health followed by those on ' ... 
economics and government followed by socio-ethical and war-
peace concepts. 161 The same study also found a positive 
correlation between knowledge of social concepts and grade 
level. 162 Both conclusions support, with reservations, the 
significance of a hierarchy of social concept learning. 
The other study investigated the development of social 
concepts in primary school children. This study concluded 
that concepts involving interpersonal relations were not as 
well defined as those involving factual information. 163 This 
conclusion supports the social concept hierarchy directly. 
The· same study also found that understanding was a function 
, 
of cone-rete exper'ience. _ Few children could identify examples 




.. ~rades.- 136 
164ibid 
144 
Social Studies Concepts in the first three 
38 
One of the most critical reviews of concept research was 
done by Glasser. Although he tends to be vehement and dogmatic 
in his judgment, it is not difficult to find examples of his 
criticisms in concept research. He criticised the experimental 
research itself, pointed out the exclusion of critical 
components and gave examples of the irrelevancy of some concept 
research. He criticised experi~ental research for the narrow 
domain of subject matter which was investigated and for the 
lack of analysis of the nature of competence in many conceptual 
tasks. The rigidity of experimental procedures and the neglect of 
individual differences has kept the field less relevant than it 
could be. 165 It is obvious that mathematical concepts are much 
more popular for research than social SCIence concepts. In too 
many instances research in the development of language and 
concepts reaches specific conclusions but has no larger frame-
work to which to relate. 
Experimentation tends to avoid concepts with flexible 
boundaries or with a variation in perceptibility. Concepts of 
t · 1 h t 1 .. h 166 I . a ra lona c arac er are a so avolded In researc. nductlve 
concepts are emphasised. 167 Concepts based ona hierarchy'of 
previously learned concepts have not been sufficiently 
investigated. 168 Concepts which involve the acquisition of a 
strategy to de-emphasise the role of memory should be analysed 
more intensively and more frequently.16 9 
165GlaSser, op. cit., 38 





Experimental research does not emphasise the same types 
of concept learnings that are commonly found in classrooms. 
Classroom learning is largely deductive; experimental learning 
is inductive. Classroom learning emphasises relational concepts; 
experimental learning emphasises conjunctive and disjunctive 
concepts. 170 Classroom learning depends upon a network of pre-
requisite concepts; experimental learning emphasises the 
identification of attributes from factual data. 171 
The state of experimental research seems to reflect 
Bruner's observation concerning concept learning. He said that 
North American people have a predeliction for conjunctive 
concepts and have difficulty with relational concepts. This 
is reflected in the decision to experimentally examine conjunc-
tive concepts. They are the predeliction not only of learners 
but also of experimenters. Not only are they favoured but they 
are also learned with more accuracy,1 7 2 SQ they may be analysed 
more accurately. Inductive learning is much slower and 
con,s tantly needs refining. Many school concepts are based on 
previous concepts rather than on data analysis due simply to 
the requirements of time and expected levels of precision in 
achievement. To teach every concept inductively would be to 
relive history stage by stage. 
The emphasis upon the intellectual development of concepts 
has been partially responsible for an underestimation of the 
role of individual differences. When experimenters use group 
17 00 b "d l l , 22 
171ibid 
172Bourne and O'Banion, "Concept rule learning and 
chronological age", 533 
40 
scores they de-emphasise the differences in score which may be 
the most significant factor. 173 If the correlational coefficients 
for all studies of concept and intelligence aT anxiety were 
totalled the coefficients might be 0 because of the wide 
variation among individual studies which were caused by under-
estimating the importance of other individual variables. 174 More 
experiments should correlate concept learning with intrinsic 
individual differences which exist in the process of learning. 175 
Bruner's experiments and description of concept learning 
reflect the preoccupation with the intellectual strategies 
involved. Many of his exemplary descriptions focus on complex 
adult learning or on very simple child learning with nothing 
in between. Bruner's definition of the goal of concept learning, 
i.e., identification of a rational strategy, does not seem to 
be a goal which an individual would consciously formulate but 
rather one on which an experimenter would focus. Bruner 
emphasises concept analysis but spends comparatively little time 
correlating his findings with other factors such as age or ability. 
A highly theoretical approach may be consistent with improving 
concept learning if it is used as the basis of experimentation 
but many experimemts, although they acknowledge Bruner's basic 
ideas, develop their own eclectic rationale and do not directly 
reflect his ideas. 
173Jensen, "Individual Differences in Concept Learning", 144 
174ibid, 149 
175ibid 
Although Gagne's learning types have many beneficial 
aspects, they emphasize behaviorist type learnings in which 
stimulus response chains are more definable. The transition 
from concept learning to problem solving is rapid in comparison 
to the finer progressions described at the beginning of his 
hierarchy. His definition of the term'~oncept'f was a synthesis 
of several prominent definitions rather than an inductive 
statement which reflects his interest in thought development 
preceding concept formation. 
Klausmeier's concept learning model is rich in possi-
b~lities for concept research and has been carefully founded 
upon Piagetian philosophy and experimental research. Neverthe-
less, the research emerging from use of the model exemplifies 
Glasser's critism of the field. It emphasises simple concrete 
concepts and is extremely structured in technique. The 
conclusions seem sound but their application is unexplained. 
Perhaps, the most difficult writer to critise is Piaget 
because his work has had such high impact on learning theory 
41 
and education. His theories are so comprehensive and exhaust~ 
ive that his work is comparable to the effect that the 
relatively theory had. Nevertheless, his work may be critically 
evaluated without detracting from its significance. There are 
some concerns about the way he collects data, the way he treats 
it, and the applicability of some of his conclusions. His 
observations in many cases were made on a small sample. ~he 
insight that he gains from a few experiments is astounding 
considering the low number of subjects. 
42 
Piaget tends not to identify individual differences closely 
in his experiments. 176 and he most frequently treats his 
observations descriptively rather than statistically.177 In 
comparison to many doctoral dissertations,Piaget hardly makes 
reference to statistics. Many experimenters find that his 
classifications are very narrow and thuB difficult to apply 
h · ... . ft' 178 exactly, such as LS deflnltlon of adapted ln orma lon. 
Other experiments have found reasoning ability much earlier 
than he predicted, and lower percentages of egocentric 
thought. 179 Some of these criticisms may be unwarranted because 
he has produced a philosophical structur~ for viewing child 
development whereas some others who may never be critised for 
experimental methods produce conclusions of questionable 
significance. In relation to the emphasis on stages, Piaget 
emphasised that the times were approximate and only the sequence 
was rigid. 
Summary 
Concepts represent a classification of data in order to 
reduce environmental complexity and minimise new learning. 
Concepts represent a combination of specifiable characteristics 
called attributes each of which has a specific value range. 
Concepts may be classified as conjunctive, disjunctive or 
relational depending upon the relationship of attributes. 
6 . 
17 Russel, OPe cit., 161 
177 ibid 
178 ' b ' d 11, 
179' b 'd 11, 
160 
161 
Concepts may be learned inductively or deductively_ 
Inductive learning requires the use of a problem solving 
strategy to attain a definition. Deductive learning involves 
the careful analysis of the content to be learned and the use 
of specific instructional techniques to attain a definition. 
Whether the concept has been learned inductively or deductively, 
attributes must be corresponded to new examples to evaluate 
inclusion in the specific class the concept represents. 
Concepts are organised hierarchically into an interlocking 
system achieving greater generality and broader application 
in a vertical seriation and ina h,orl,zontal seriation. 
Learners are able to analyse new concepts with increasing 
expertise as they get older but at any given age level some 
learners have more analytical ability than others. Language 
development is closely related to analytical ability as is the 
progressive change from egocentric to social consciousness. 
Although the relevance of a great deal of concept research 
must be determined by the individual, it is beneficial in 
improving education by improving understanding of learning 
and instruction. Such products as the concept learning model 
are beneficial because they draw tog~ther a great deal of 
diverse theory and conclusions to produce an intermediary 
step between laboratory and classroom. 
It is, .perhaps more important to investigate concepts in 
the area of social science as opposed to mathematics because 
social science content depends more on the development and 
use of abstract ideas and has fewer concrete referents of an 
individual type. The end result of the development of social 
science concepts is as important as the development of math 
concepts for, although many life aspects depend~upon an 
understanding of mathematical concepts, many also depend upon 
social concepts. Personal interaction, group dynamics and 
government depend upon the existence of logical valid social 
concepts. These concepts should not be taught vaguely and 
without order. They should be taught systematically and 
progressively to help produce a mature citizen who understands 




Concepts are ways of classifying data. Facts are 
organized into concepts on the basis of attributes or common 
groups of facts which always occur together. Concept 
attributes occur in different relationships resulting in 
three different.kinds of concepts: conjunctive,disjunctive 
and relational. Conjunctive concepts are ones in which all 
the defining attributes are present simultaneously. In the 
concept "green balls;' the defining attributes of colour or form 
must be present simultaneously. Disjunctive concepts are 
ones in which the appropriate values of one attribute or 
another or both are present. In the concept "a walk" from 
baseball, the attributes are either the result of four pitches 
classed as balls or a pitch which hits the batter. Relational. 
concepts are ones in which there is a specifiable relationship 
between attributes. The "" _ IF concept d~stance defines a specifiable 
relationship between two points. 
Qoncepts may be organized not only on the basis of the 
relationships among attributes but also on the basis of 
relationships among concepts. Supraordinate concepts are 
ones which include other concepts as their defining attributes. 
Co-ordinate concepts are ones which are synonymous with other 
concepts based on a similarity in concept attributes. Sub-
ordinate concepts are ones in which the concept forms attributes 
in another concept. 
TABLE 1. 
!inalysis of common concepts 


























A list of concepts specifically mentioned in the ministry 
of education documents. 









































worth of the individual 
concern for others 























Concepts referred to in both primaryp junior and 
intermediate documents 
Concept documents origin 
community B/J G2 
culture p/J G~ H3 
interdependence p/J G 
environment p/J G 
institutions p/J G4 
province p/J G 
government p/J G 
historical roots plJ H5 
1 p/J represents the formative years and education 
in the primary and junior divisions. 
2 G represents the intermediate geopraphy guidelines 
J H represents the intermediate history guidelines 
4 The geography guidelines refer to social organizations 
which I consider synonymous with institutions 
5 The history guideline: refers to tradition and 
heritage which I cons~der synonymous with 
historical roots 
In both the primary/junior and intermediate grade level 
documents for the Ontario Ministry of Education, concepts 
.50. 
are specifically mentioned and knowledge of specific concepts 
is identified. In order that this emphasis on concept 
learning be beneficial, it should be developmental both 
logically and psychologically. Logically it should be 
organized to achieve supraordinate concepts by developing 
a cumulative progression of subordinate concepts. 
Psychologically, it should be organized to correlate the 
child's mental capability with the type t.:Q·f concept and the 
degree of mastery of the concept. 
In accordance with the proposed philosophy and preferred 
methodology in the primary/junior documents, concepts at 
this level should be developed with a strong emphasis on 
manipulatable attributes and on a correlation to the child's. 
immediate environment. Concepts must be concrete and local. 
In identifying and analysing the concepts selected for 
emphasis in the primary/junior division, it is apparent that 
the concept classification of conjunctive, disjunctive and 
relational concepts is not immediately useful in correlating 
the concepts and criteria mentioned above since this 
classification empha~gj]~s.;:rdn'lY,htne.;)ilrrtel:'rlal"TeT.aitiorlship ;'0£ 
attributes and not the relation8,hip of attributes and the 
kinds of facts involved. The classification of concepts 
into supraordinate, co-ordinate and subordinate relationships 
is somewhat more useful since it identifies a developmental 
pattern in terms of logic only. A specific concept cannot 
be mastered efficiently unless another concept which forms· 
an attribute is understood. Although more helpful, the 
classification method is still not completely adequate for 
evaluating the placement of concepts and the development 
of concepts in a curriculum. 
Concreteness and immediacy are emphatic priorities in 
relation to the ministry documents and the psychological 
capabilities of early childhood. These two characteristics 
may be used as the basis for criteria for concept evaluation. 
.51 
The most concrete concepts are ones which contain no subordin~te 
concepts and ones in' which physical forms are easily available 
in the immediate vicinity for manipulation and observation. 
As concepts become more abstract, the number of subordinate 
. 
conci;~pts.~;involved increases and the immediacy and manipulat-
ability of the concept decreases. 
In applying these criteria to the concepts identified 
in the primary/junior document, it is apparent that there is 
a gradation in the list of concepts. Ones such as "environment" 
are more concrete initially and more immediate than concepts 
such as "culture" and "customs". In the intermediate documents 
for history and geography, history exceeds geography in. the 
number of complex concepts designated. History shows a less 
dire~t, less obvious and less frequent correspondence of major 
concepts with the primary/junior documents and also emphasises 
some concepts which have a very emphatic moral component 
such as "dignity of labour "and "worth of the individual~' 
The major concept s· in 'the prima,ry/juhior and ihtermediate 
documents are, in the majority, conjunctive and supraordinate. 
The latter makes a logical analysis of these concepts 
mandatory in achieving widespread understanding but these 
concepts are neither logically analysed nor is it explained 
how to do this. 
The concept development model provides a reasonable 
logical analysis of concept development which is based on 
the sequential mental development of the child. Since the 
~asic ~hinking Skills share a similar philo~Qphical and 
psychological base, it should be possible to correlate the 
two systems. The concept development model already uses 
some of the Basic ~hinking ~kills such as correlational 
and probabalistic thinking so it should be possible to 
correlate all levels of the model with the Basic ~Ainking 
~kills. 
At the concrete level, the most necessary thinking 
skill is ·observation at the third level of development. 
This would be similar using either an inductive or de-
dU{;ltiV'eG approach to concept learning since the emphasis 
lson identifying a particular feature in an object. 
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At the identity level the main thinking skill is,.agail;l, 
observation. The goal at this level is to identify two or more 
forms of the same thing as equivalent. Levels four, five 
and six in the observation skills correspond to the goal. 
Each level further increases the emphasis upon characteristics 
or attributes of the object but is not, as yet an exhaustive 
analysis or definition of attributes. The progression 
through three observation levels at the identity stage 
represents a gradual movement toward the goal of attribute 
identification and analysis. 
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At the classificatory stage, the appropriate thinking 
skill is that of correspondence at the third level. The child 
must now demonstrate that two examples of the concept are 
equivalent in some way. The one to one matching need not 
and may not possibly be inclusive but it must be a comparison 
of some characteristic or attribute from each example. rrhis 
stage introduces and develops the identification of specif 
characteristics or attributes. (See appendix 1) 
The previous stage p identity, required the identificat 
of two or more examples of the same f01ID of" concept but 
without a specification of the reasons for equivalence. The 
sificatory stage goes one step further by beginning to 
analyse specified examples of the concept into attributes. 
At the formal level the child at first draws tentative 
conclusions about the defining attributes of the concept and 
then tests them to determine if they are actually defining 
attributes. In order to draw the first tenative conclusion 
about the defining attributes. the child will need to achieve 
mastery of level two(c)of the classification skill. Level 
two(a)and two(b)represent an extension of a link with the 
correspondence skill required at the previous level of 
concept mastery. The child can identify those attributes 
which are common to two examples of the concept thereby 
identifying the revelant and irrelevant attributes in a pair 
of specific examples. 
The process of hypothesising that attribute and checking 
the hypothesis against further examples a necessary step 
becausu to thi~ point the- attributes have been defined only 
in relation to a limited number of examples, thereby making 
the validity of the identified attributes questionable. The 
ultimate goal of concept development is to identify specific 
concept attributes which will have universal validity. 
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The hypotheses to be tested are the attributes identified 
in the previous examples 'witYr which .-ehe child'has "already dealt. 
If the hypotheses are accurate they will form a subset 
of all the identified attributes in the new example. If they 
are not accurate they will form an intersection set with the 
new example. If the new example is a negative one the 
hypothesis will form either a disjoint set or an intersection 
set with a very low proportion of elements in the intersection. 
Social Science concepts are more difficult to analyse 
because they are more abstract in relation to concepts in 
mathematics or science. Although concept learning may be 
systematised for deductive and inductive teaching~ the ex-
periential' definition of concepts can be a time consuming 
frustrating effort marked by erratic;: progress and several 
cyclical ~ovements through the model stages until a 
satisfactorily valid definition of a specific concept results. 
This has been the case in attempting to outline the attributes 
of specific concepts and then correlate those attributes to 
the concept development model. The most specific source 
identified, other than personal hypothesis, is based on the 
premise that words are socially accepted definitions of 
specific concepts. So the attributes of the concepts selected 
for analysis were taken as much as possible from dictionaries 
which have social value as comprehensive ,acceptable sources 
of word meaning. 
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In the analysis of all three types of concepts the first 
two stages_ concrete and identity. emphasize the observation 
of positive examples of the concept. At the identity stageD 
especially, the number of positive examples is increased and 
the characteristics of each example are identified although 
they are not analysed. The classification stage for each 
concept is characterised by the active identification of 
common characteristics among two or more examples. In 
identifying attributes. the student combines all identified 
correspondences from the previous level and defines these 
as the attributes of the concept. At this stage,he now 
identifies the boundaries of the class or concept and can 
determine whether or not a particular element or attribute 
can be included in that class or conce~t. Since these 
identified attributes are not based on an eXhaustive analysis 
of samples they now form the hypotheses in the continuing 
analysis and evaluation of further examples. The more 
often the attributes as hypotheE'§s are verified in relation 
to new examples the more valid and detailed the definition 
of concept attributes become. 
Thus it becomes possible for the child to develop a 
basic knowledge of the concept and yet add to that knowledge, 
making it more specific and more detailed as he encounters 
further examples of the concept. 
The concept model as developed embodies several distinct 
advantages. The initial emphasis upon treating the concept 
as concret,ely as possible emphasises the development of 
appropriate language comprehension which is a necessity for 
the future development of the concept and the emphasis upon 
observation skills at this level counteracts the egocentric 
and syncretistic tendencies observed by Piaget in social 
rather than egocentric terms. The definition of attributes 
is developed on an inductive rather ,than deductive strategy, 
which d)'onflorm more closely to non-directed extra school 
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learning and depends upon a progressive extension of the child's 
skills, knowledge and learning capacities. The model relies 
on the -utilization of increasingly complex thinking skills 
and culminates in the use of a problem solving strategy. The 
model reflects the emerging intellectual capabilities of the 
child because tpe stages and skills involved are closely 
correlated to Piaget's description of child development. The 
model1represents a cyclical.rather than purely linear development 
Slnce the analysis of new examples in the final phase of the 
model is an evaluation of the individual's present comprehension 
of the concept and a revision towards a more exact comprehension 
of the concept. 
Table four illustrates the integration of stages on the 
concept development model and the required Basic Thinking Skills; 
table five describes an instructional analysis for the concepts 
"environment',' "government", and "heritage'; using the concept 
development model. 
TABLE 4 
Correlation of the concept Development Model and the 
Basic Thinking Skills 





Lt- identify attributes 
5 hypothesising 
6 inferring the concept 
Requisite Basic Thinking 
Skills 
observation level J 
observation level 4 
·5· and 6 
correspondence level 3 
classification level 2 
the general problem solving 
model 
the general problem solving 
model 
TABLE 5, 
1. An instructional sequence using the concept model 
Concept "environment". 
Objectives 1., Identify to learner positive example of 
the concept "environment", 
Strategy Sl Identify immediate local of classroom 
bedroom as examples of environment 
activities focus on measurements, visual 
focusing and picturing 
Level 2 (L2) Identity 
Objectives Identify further examples of the concept 
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Strategy Sl Identify examples of environment of animals, 
other people, activities emphasize visual 
focusing and verbal description such as 
home style, geographic size and lQcation, 
vegetation, temperature,number of occupants 
Level J (LJO Classificatory 
Objectives 
Strategy Sl 
Correspond pairs of examples tp identify 
common elements 
Compare examples of environments in pairs 
Identify common elements pictorially 
concretely and verbally, such as climate 
shelter, nearness, location, size. 






identify attributes.tif the concept 
Identify the boundaries of the concept 
and identify the defining attributes. 
Identify all common elements identified 
under level three. Oombine these in sets 
of similar characteristics. Environment 
may be seen as composed of physical, social 
intellectual and moral components. 
Identify and apply hypothesis 
Identify the attributes defined under level 
four as hypothesis. 
Correspond attributes to new examples 
Identify problem question:"What are the 
defining attributes of the concept 
environment?" 
S2 Identify hypothesis as those attributes 




S) Use problem solving model to verify hypothesis 
against new ex~~ples. 
Inferring the concept 
Identify defining attributes of the concept 
Identify hypotheses which were proven 
consistently valid as defining attributes. 
2. Objectives and strategies for acquiring the concept 
, government'! 
Level 1 (Ll) Concrete 
Objectives Identify to the learner concrete, immediate 
examples of rules, leaders, people with 
authority, representatives, groups, 
community problems, provincial problems, 
federal problems. 
Strategy Sl Identify rules in the classroom and 
school 
S2 Identify leaders in the school 
S3 Identify people with authority in the school 
S4 Identify representatives in the community 
S5 Identify groups in the school and community 
36 Identify a community problem 
37 Identify a provincial problem 
S8 Identify a federal problem 
Level ~~ (L2) Identity 
Objectives 
Strategy Sl 
Provide further examples of rules leaders~ 
people with authority, representatives~ 
groups, community, provincial and federal 
problems. 
Identify rules in the home, neighbourhood, 
communi ty J country e'~g. ,,\hcIme;..;:bed 'ti~e" " 
T.V. time, neighbourhood-noise curfew" asking 
before borrowing something. 
community-road safety rules, traffic signs. 
Country - theft, damage 
S2 Identify leaders in the community and in the 
province. 
e.g., community - mayor 9 cub leader, minister, team 
coach, factory manager. 
province - premier 
country - prime minister 
S3 Identify people with authority in the communitYB 
province, country. 
e.g., community - judge, principle, police, mayor, 
coach, cub leader. 
province - police, premier 
country - prime minister. 
S4 Identify representatives in the community and 
province 
'e.g., community - mayor. councillors 9 union representative 
team captains f class presidents, club presidents. 
province - M.P.P.,/3Chool board trustees, premier. 
S5 Identify examples of groups in the province 
and community 
e ."g. , community - unions ~ church cl ubs ~ 
province - same as for communi.ty 
s6 Identify examples of problems in the community 
province, nation 
8':g. ,community - vandalism, snow removal,fire hazard 
province - unemployment, energy costsphigh cost 
of living. 
Country - unemployment, energy costs, separatism 
falling satBllites 
Level (L3) Classifications 
Objectives Identify common elements in examples of each 
subordinate concept identified in level two 
Strategy Sl Identify common elements in examples of rules 
previously identified 
e. ,Origin, subjectst duration,punishment~ purpose 
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S2 Identify common elements in examples of leaders. 
e.g.,Age, job,number of subjects, length of leadership, 
powers, actions. 
S3 Identify common elements in examples of people 
,with authority. 
e.g.,,,Age, job, number of people controlled, duration 
of authority, jobs done, effects if wishes not 
followed, purpose, how authority is obtained. 
s4 Identify common elements in examples of 
representatives! 
e •. g ~"Age ~ number of people repre sented ~ location, 
duration of representation, purpose, function, 
how position is obtained 




e . g. , 





e • g. , 
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e.g., 
number of members, age of members and of 
group, length of time together, actions, 
purpose, how membership is obtained, origin 
of members. 
Identify common elements in examples of 
problems. 
how long problem has existed, number of 
solutions, number of people involved in 
problem. 
Identify attributes 
Group common elements identified in level 
three. 
Identify groups of common elements in 
examples of rules. 
Purpose, effects if broken) duration, origin. 
Group common elements in examples of leaders. 
Method of gaining position. function. 
Group common elements in example of people 
with authority. 
Actionsw results if instructions are not 
followed~ how authority is obtained. 
s4 Group common elements in examples of 
representatives. 
e.g., How position is obtained, actions purpose 
of job. 
S5 Group cornman elements in examples of groups 
e.g., Actions, purpose 
s6 Group common elements in examples of problems 
e ~g, , Number af solutions. 
Level 5 (L5) 
Objectives 
Strategy Sl 
Identify and test hypothesis 
Apply the identified attribute to new 
examples and verify their validity. 
Identify positive examples of the concept 
S2 Correspond :fu;zpC);thes~s; and elements in each 
example. 
Level 6 (L6) 
Objectives 
Strategy Sl 
Infer the concepts 
Identify those fu¥po·tJ1tes~~ which have been 
validated as the defining attributes of the 
concept. 
Identify criteria for acceptable validation 
of huY'l;:):(l))t1il;e S:6 S' • 
S2 Identify nY1Jlu>tihesesc1 which meet criteria 
SJ IJabel accepted l1y;po1ffa:e:se"s; as defining attribute 
t)<' )'.0bjective.s andstrategie.$.; for acquiring the concept heritage"': 
Levell (11) Concrete 
Objectives Identify examples of the concepts 
Strategy S1 Identify positive examples of the concept 
"heritage". 
e o:g,., Objects - watch, dishes 
Level 2 (12) 
Objectives 
Strategy Sl 
Property and/or business~- farm" store. 
Ideas - equality, racism. 
Identity 
Identify further positive examples of the 
concept. 
Identify and describe positive examples of 
the concept heritage. 
e.g-, objects - pictures, furniture, 
instruments, tools 
property and/or business - residence, farm 
store, factory 
ideas - religious beliefs _;.' laivln 8 
of social intercourse (specific examples) 
Level 3 (L3) Classification 
Objectives Identify common elements in examples 
Strategy Sl compare characteristics in sets of examples 
and identify similar characteristics. 
e.g., objects - age, previous ownership, present 
ownership, social importance. 
Level 4 (L4) 
Objectives 
Strategy Sl 
property and/or business - age, previous 
and present ownership, social importance 
legal support for ownership_ 
ideas - social importance, type (religious, 
legal,social behaviour benefit). 
Identify attributes 
Group common elements identified in level three 
Identify groups of common elements in the 
examples of heritage. 
e.g:., objects - previous ownership~ present ownership 
Level S (LS) 
Objectives 
Strategy S1 
age, social importance use. 
property and/or business - previous and 
present ownership, age, social importance~ 
legal support for ownership. 
ideas - type (religious» legal, behavioural 
and detrimental effects, gifts and problems. 
Identify and apply hypothesis 
Apply identified attributes to new examples 
and verify their validity 
Identify positive examples of the concept 
S2 Correspond hypothef:es and elements in each 
example. 
Level 6 (L6) Infer the concept 
Objectives Identify those hypotheses which have been 
• 
validated as the defining attributes of the 
concept. 
Strategy Sl Identify criteria for acceptable validation 
of hypothese.s. 
S 2 Identify hypothese.s which meet criteria. 
S3 Label accepted hypothese .. s as defining 
attributes. 
TABLE 6 
Concept level attainment related to school division 
concept "Environment" 
Attributes Primary 
environment [ L~ 













L2 L3 ] L4 












L2 L3 L4 
L3 L4 
L3 L4 
01 L2 L3 L4 
1 L2 L3 L4 
concept level attainment related to school division 
concept "heritage 
attributes Primary Junior Intermediate 
objects Ll L2 L3 L4 
property L1 L2 L3 L4 
business 




An analysis of the test scores from the questionnaire 
will produce a positive significant correlation between age 
and test scores. 
Minor hypotheses 
1. Because concept level being tested becomes more complex, 
there will be a depression of scores on each successive level 
of the test. 
2. As the concept level being tested increases in complexity 
the older subjects will make more correct responses than the 
younger ones. 
J. Scores will be higher for each subje.ct on thejLirst and 
second level of concept development than on the third and 
fourth level. 
4. Scores for eaoh.subjeotwillbehigher .:on the.concept 
"environment tl than on the concept "government" and "heritage" 
B. Types of concepts 
Each of the three concepts being tested represents a 
class or category. The concept "environment" represents a 
class of concepts which may be formed by evaluating the 
immediate, concrete data. In this type of concept, observation 
and manipulation of data is easy to achieve. The concept 
"government" represents a class of concepts in which the 
immedia~e and concrete data is organized into subconcepts. 
Most subconcepts continue to have a concrete experiential 
base but many subconcepts are less immediate (such as 
'representati v'e" • The concept "heritage" represents a class 
of concepts in which the de attributes are less 70 
d ss concrete than the previous concept classes. 
Instances of legality and obligation may be identified in 
the immediate environment but the process of attaining the 
concept is emphatically deductive. When this class of concept 
is learned inductively, it is the most time consuming to 
achieve mastery at the formal level. 
C. Basic criteria for developing the ~urvey 
1. Format 
A multiple choice format has been selected for two 
reasons~ objectivity and projected utility. An essay type 
format would produce many variations and complicate com-
parative analysis. A true-false type format would severely 
limit the variations in response and the scope of any 
comparative analysis, The multiple choice format represents 
a compromise of extremes 0 By f.ts nature, it can generate 
any number of ~lternatives and yet limits all respondents 
to only the given alternatives so that a comparative analys 
is possible. It objective in the sense that everyone must 
choose from the same list of alternatives. It is subjective 
in the sense that the instrument developers determine which 
alternatives are included and which are excluded. 
2. Sampling Procedure 
The complete que ionnaire will be distributed to 
selected classes Bramalea, specifically in the Bramalea-
Chinguacousy family of schools. The questionnai.re will be 
complet,ed by all the children in the selected classes. From 
this list of completed questionnaires random samples will 
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be selected for each class for analysis. The remaining 
questionnaire forms will be retained until the completion of the 
study at which time they will be destroyed. 
3. People in the sample 
All of the sample subjects are elementary school pupils 
in Bramalea. They are enrolled in grades three, five and eight. 
4. The kinds of data sought 
Each subject' will respond to a series of questions on three 
specific concepts written in a multiple choice format. Each 
subject will respond to every question in the survey. In 
addition to this, each subject will identify his/her birthdate. 
5. What the survey must produce. 
The survey must ultimately identify the correspondences 
described in section A~ Purpose of the Survey. The survey must 
also identify any limitations upon the observed correspondences. 
6 ..R.ules governing the survey procedures 
(a) Once the survey form has been distributed in the class-
room, the teacher will read an introductory page attached 
to the survey describing how the questions are written and how 
to,.ma,ke a response on the survey form. 
(b) Once the class has begun to answer the questionnaire 
no further question will b~ answered. 
(c) If a student completes the survey ahead of the .specified 
schedule, he will be instructed to work quietly at his desk 
until all survey form have been handed in. 
(d) Due to the non-standardized nature of the survey form 
a specified time limit will be replaced by a specified percentage 
of complBted forms. The completion time will end when 85% of 
the subjects in a class have submitted their questionnaire forms. 
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(e) The response to a specific question will be considered 
null if more than the specified number of responses are marked. 
(f) All survey forms will be completed on the same day 
and, if possible, at the same time of day. 
(g) All questionnaire forms will be collected and returned 
for analysis regardless of their state of completion. 
(h) The supervising teacher will be asked to identify and 
separate any completed questionnaire's for which the respondents 
fit one or more of the following classifications. 
(1) Subject is an integrated special education student. 
(11) Child is receiving instruction in English as a second 
language. 
(111) The child is an accelerated student. These survey 
forms will be returned to the tester but will not form part 
of the sample from which the random sample is selected. 
7. Sample size 
Ten questionnaires will be randomly selected from each 
class set completed. The total is thirty for each test. 
8. Validity check 
The validity check will consist of the consensual approval 
of the three professors; Dr. Popp,Dr. Wheeler and Dr. Love. 
9. Data analysis 
1. All selected questionnaires will be marked by me. 
2. Using Spearman's rank difference square method, a 
coefficient of correlation will <be calculated between the 
age rank and test rank of the students~ 
10. Limitations upon the conclusions. 
1. The questionnaire 1S not standardised. 
2. The questionnaire is not administered by one tester 
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3. The sample is drawn from a small population base. 
4. The reading level of the questionnaire varies within and 
between concepts which will affect comprehension which will 
affect response accuracy. 
CHAPTER FOUR 
RESULTS 
Ghapter 4 75 
Conclusion 
Summary observations on the questionnaire 
The following table lists the correlation coefficients 
from the questionnaire for each section of three specific 
concepts. Although the coefficients vary from one subsection 
to another, they do indicate a significant correlation between 
age and scores on the questionnaire. 'Each subsection was 
completed by a sample group of students at the grade three, 
five and eight levels. 
TABLE 7 
Correlation coefficients for test score and age for each 
concept by concept level 




Classificatory .79 not calculated .83 
Identify attributes .0 .73 .80 
, 
The method used to analyse the data was the rank difference 
square method devised by Spearman. The raw scores on the test 
were ranked from high to low, as were the ages of the students. 
The students' test rank were rthen:compared to their age ranks. 
The differences in the two ranks were calculated then squared. 
The correlation coefficient was then calculated using the formula 
rho=1-6~2 
. ':'Ti1n2-1) in which n represents the number of students who 
wrote the test and drepresents the difference between the 
students' test and age rank. The specific tables listing the 
data are included in appendix 3" 
The following table was used .to gauge the significance 
of the coefficients achieved. 
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TABLE 8 
Degree of significance of correlation coefficients1 
-
Coefficients Significance 
.0 to .20 insignificant 
"' . 
.20 to . 40 low significance 
.40 to .60 significant 
.60 up high significance 
Using this table, five coefficients may be classed as show-
ing high significance and two may be classed as showing no 
significance. The coefficient· for the concept "environment" 
at the classification level was not entered because all students 
at grades~three, five and eight received an 0 on this section. 
This probably indicated a weak test question. 
Of the two scores classed as showing significance, one 
score :'environment" at the concrete level, seemed to suffer 
from student misinterpretation. In the concept "heritage"the 
attribute identification section showed a coefficient of 0.00. 
In analysing the specific questions in this section it is 
possible to see that the question had been interpreted different-
ly by the students than intended. The students interpreted 
several of the choices as defining disjoint sets whereas the 
choices were designed to represent union sets. Question 45 2 on 
the heritage test was designed to be answered correctly. by 
selecting choices (a), (b) and (c). choices (f) and(g) were 
selected by many of the older students who did the test, possibly 
because choices (a) and (f) were seen as separate sets. Choice 
(a) emphasized small objects while choice (f) emphasized 
larger objects. 
lMcIntosh, D 1 rn s·· • • :84 oug as, ~1., . tatlstlc s-fo:rteachep~, 
2see appendix 5 
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Conclusion Relating to Minor Hypothesis 
For all of the minor hypotheses, the data provides only 
partial support. The first minor hypothesis predicted that as 
the concept level being tested became more complex, there 
would be a depression of scores. For the concept "environment" 
this was true for the grade three and five students but the 
grade eight students scored highest on the most complex level 
tested. For the concept "government"the hY:Pe>,th;es:J.s was true 
for the grade three students but the grade five and eight 
students scored highest on the second, more complex level of the 
test. Grade fives scored highest by 2.7% while grade eights 
scored higher by 4.75%. For the concept "heritage"the hypoth-
esis was confirmed for the grade eight students. The grade 
five students achieved progressively better results showing 
an increase of 2% on the second level and 8% on the third level. 
The grade three students showed a decrease of 10% on the second 
level but an increase of 29% on the third level. 
The second. minor hypothesis predicted that as the conc~pt 
level being tested increased in complexity, the older stUdents 
would make more correct responses than the younger ones. For 
the concept "environment" the grade five stUdents produced a 
superior score to the grade three students on the first and last 
sections. The grade eight students produced a superior score 
on th.e first and last sections. 3 
For the concept "governmen-G'rthe grade eights produced 
scores superior to the grade fives and threes and the grade 
fives produced scores superior to the grade threes. 
3See appendix 4 
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For the concept "heritage"the grade eights achieved the highest 
scores on the first two sections of the test. The grade fives 
achieved a superlor score to the grade threes on only the second 
level of the test. 
The third minor hypothesis predicted that scores would be 
higher on the first and second level of the concepts tested 
than on the third level. For the concept "environment" this 
was true for the grade threes and fives. The grade eights scored 
highest on the third section of the test. For the concept 
"government "this hypothesis was true for all grades tested. For 
the concept "heritage" the hypothesis was true for the grade 
five and eight groups. 
Minor hypothesis number four stated that scores would be 
higher for all grades on the concept "environment"than on the 
other two concepts. This was true ,for the grade threes and 
fives at the concrete level and for the grade eights at the 
attribute identification level. A complete ,summary of, SCQ'res 
for each grade at each level of each concept is included as 
A,ppendix' 4. 
CHAPTER 
SUlVllJIARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Chapter 5 
The study was unde to 1 a system for 
in,g: and seauenc _ o. social science concepts. Concepts are a 
• + cr], OJ o ser of content in the social science area 
th.ey 0 are tre d vaguely ministry and board 
curriculum docum.ents. ~Phey are quently unspec d and 
almost totally unanalysed. '1'here is no apparent se 
concepts within or between grade levels. Closer attent 
to this area of the social science curriculum would result 
increased efficiency in related tasks. A specific 
concept analysis system would increase specificity 
ulum planning and provid.e a method of seriating concepts 
which could be applied to individual units and to Qu,rricula 
designed to cover several grades. By improving the effie 
and predictability of concept learnings more complex social 
science learning such as generali ions,theories, systems 
and blem solving strategies may benefit. 
The system devised to analyse concepts used models 
developed by Bruner and Klausme predominantly. Bruner 
emphasised the categorization of concepts into basic 
types: conjunctive~disjunctive and relational. Klausme 1" 
emphasised the analys of individual concepts levels: 
concrete 9 ident ,class ation and formal. This analysis 
was supplemented bya fUrther analysis of concepts into 
ordinate ~ co-ordinate and subordinate categ'ories. Supra~ 
ordinate concepts are ones which include other speci 
concepts. concepts are ones which form an 
attribute a larger concept 
The concept development model designed by Klausrneier 
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was d to date Bas Th Skills 
carre d to e model. Several concepts 
which d the class ion of concepts into 
ordinate co-ordinate and subordinate concept classes were 
selected from the Ministry of ,Educat.ion,' Ontario 'documents 
for the primary~junior and intermediate divisions. cone 
analysis mode1 was then applied Lhese concepts and the 
resulting analysis was used to develop a mult e 
student questionnaire. The questionnaire was applied to 
several randomly selee d classes in Bramalea Peel County 
the public school system. The results from the quest 
naire were used to de rmine whether there was a s 
relationship between age of the te d students and the 
score on the test. Of the eight correlations computed,five 
were found to be highly significant producing coefficients 
which ranged from .69 to .83 and one was found to s 
ant. The third minor hypo sis which stated that test scores 
would decrease-on the more complex levels of understanding 
for each concept ~ rec(:?ived the strongest support 
scores The fourth minor hypothesis which stated that 
students would achieve better scores on the section on the 
" " 
concept environment received the least support from st 
results. Minor hypotheses two and one between these t'lNO 
in ion to the amount- of support from the data. 
hypothesis one predicted that all studerlts scores would de-
crease as th~y encountered more diff ult levels of conce 
analysis. Minor hypothesis two predicted that the older 
students \liould show superiior achievement on the~. more c eX 
levels on concept analysis. 
Although the significance of language development was 
not specifically tested, several observations have pointed 
83 
to its' importance: the emphatic importanc~ of language 
development in the concept development~model, the unpredicted, 
enigmatic results in the minor hypotheses and the concept 
learning hierarchy described by We.lsh and Long. 
The varied support for the minor hypotheses indicates 
that concept understanding is not a simple, direct function 
of age but is influenced by other factors such as competency 
in the Basic Thinking Skills and reading comprehension. The 
results of the study suggest several implications for further 
research in three main categories: revision, re-evaluation 
and application. 
Using the questionnaire as a field test, the test could 
be revised to compensate for inadequacies and reapplied to 
a larger number of students to determine if the correlation 
coefficients remain similar. ' 
A revised questionnaire or another questionnaire based 
on the same concept analysis system could be applied to a 
group of students and the result correlated with scores from 
a reading achievement test on the same group of students. 
A revised or rewritten questionnaire could be applied 
to a group of students and the results could be correlated 
with scorss on a test of Basic Thinking Skills for the same 
group of students. 
The concept analysis model could be applied in several 
ways to evaluate its' ; validity. Ghildren could be asked to 
define specific concepts either Q,rally or in writing. Their 
responses could be analysed to determine at which level of 
the concept their comprehension d.s most a,ccurate. 
Te rs of seve different s co Ii 
d select if1c conc s cons appro-
for at the level. These concepts 
could then analysed dete what subordinate conc 
are involved. 
Spec 1c soc science concepts could be ident ied 
several sed tests. These concepts could so 
be analysed to determine what s subord 
concepts are involved in the comprehens • trhe concept 
analysis model could be used to design and implement curr 
ulum in social studies" 
One group of students co d be instructed us 
concept analysis model while another was instructed 
using the same concepts but without using the concept analysis 
model. ;rheir final understanding of the concepts could 
tested and the results compared. 
Several groups of students could be instructed using the 
concept analysis model but eliminating or de-emphas a 
different level of the model for each group of stUdents. 
Their final understanding of the concept could be tested 
and the results compared. 
developing a unit, the use of 
e ses the id iLL ion of 
concept. Without the definite identific 
some may be omitted or detrime 
1 . ~]. of attributes 
or knowledge spec 
example, 
comes an important 
















Use of the concept analysis model also emphasizes the 
developmental sequential character of knowled[~e acquisition, 
Initial experience with the concept maximizes the us~ of 
concrete references and gradually becomes more abstract. The 
questionnaire on government ati:~nts to illustrate this pro-
gression by emphasizing references from the child's environ-
ment and gradually ,changing from concrete references to more 
highly classified and language oriented conclusions about the 
concrete references. 
The use of the model emphasizes experie:ntial language 
development as an integral part of the unit. Through the use 
85 
of observation, correspondence, classification and'exhaustive 
sortirig skills the child identifies the common elements or 
attributes in several examples. The language labelling of 
components of each example and of the common elements is'a 
critical development in the acquisition of concept comprehension. 
The use of specifiable thinkine skills and of specific 
language clarifies the design and implementation of a unit by 
making the objectives very specific. Not only are the thinking 
skills specific but they are also sequential. which means that re-
vision and remediation within a unit becomes more specific also. 
If a student or students cannot use a required skill, the 
previous levels of that skill may be used for remediation or 
revision of the unit or of a lesson. 
In a curriculum extending over two or more G;radeR, the 
same advantaees will be present as they were for an individual 
unit. In addition, the use of the concept analysis model will 
provide benefits for a larger curriculum. Attributes of some 
concepts may be developed at specific grades but the comprehen-
sion of all the attributes may not occur until the intermediate 
cone :i 
as E:~ :tr as s e 
1.S not formally taught the concept "government" until the 
intermediate grades. 
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phase both psychologically and affectively. The use of 
concrete referents reflects Piaget's development stages 
wherein formal operations are preceded by concrete operations. 
The usefulness of concrete references is not confined to 
children at the concrete operations stage. It also provides 
an experiential base for children who can work at the formal 
operations stage. 
The initial concrete referents also provide an impetus 
to the student's affective response especially if the concept 
examples are within the area of the student's personal 
experience. The closer the integration of the concept examples 
and the child's personal experience, the greater will be the 
affective response in terms of voluntary participation and 
the identification of further concept examples. 
A concrete experiential introduction to a concept also 
provides a carry-over to the more abstract levels of concept 
analysis in the concept model. The concept model provides a 
method for concept evaluation and revision after the attributes 
are identified. This offsets the possibility of inaccuracy 
in identifying attributes because of the emphasis on concrete 
experiential examples. The revision of attributes also 
emphasises to the student that knowledge is expanded as 
experlence expands. 
The concept model reflects the stages through which a 
rational adult proceeds in order to understand a new concept. 
By emphasising the skills required to define a new concept 
the concept model provides a realistic training for all students 
whether they pursue academic or vocational occupations. The 
concept model maximizes comprehension and minimizes learning 
time when a person confronts a new concept. 
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the names of 
the concept 
it and its 
attributes 
l-c 
'rhe Concept Development Model 
Concrete Level 
Attending to things 
-J Discriminating one thing from others 
Remembering discriminated things 
Identity Level 
Three prior operations and 
W Generalising that two or more forms 
of some thing are equivalent 
Classificatory Level 
Four prior operations and 
~Generalising that two or more 
instances are equivalent in 
some way 
~ Formal level 
Five prior operations and 
~discriminating the defining and 
irrelevant attributes of the concept 
I 
Use concept in simple problem 
solving that can be solved on 
the basis of perceptible elements 
U of the situation, 
Generalising to positive instances 
of the concept and discriminating 
non-instances 
Oognizing supraordinate co-
~ordinate and subordinate concept 
relationships 
Cognizing cause and effect 
correlational probability and 
other relationships of the 
attained concept with other 
concepts 
I,....,..i Use in problem solving r 
Hypothesising revelant 
attributes and/or rules, 
Remembering hypothesis 
Evaluating hypothesis using 
positive and negative 
Cognizing common 
attributes and/or rules 
from positive instances 
only, 
infll1pn .... ""'~ ,f 
TFiI"'erring the concept 
APPENDIX T';JO 
Th s Involved 




Can rmine whet:her two Can ther 
sets are proporti two sets are ent 
one to many ing) (by one one matchinG 
( 3) 
c t proportional sets Can construct an 
through to many eq ent set ugh 
correspondence ( 2a) one one matching 
( 2) 
Can match items one 
to one 
( 1 ) 
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2BSERVATION 
Can extend the range of perception through 
the use of simple mechanical aidR. 
(9 ) 
!'replans observational activities 
j (8) '. 
Observes the effect on a system of some 
-
operation on one part of the system (7 ) 
Can select more than one object possessing a 
salient (self-determined) characteristic 
-( 6 ) 
Can select more than one object possessing a 
salient (given) characteristic 
Lt:;) 
Can locate a second object which is like a 
given object with a stipulated characteristic 
(4) 




Can respond to a.' va'riety 'of characteristics 
of an object " 
(2) 
Differentiation and'co-ordinatl0n of the 
various sensory approa9hes of the environment 
( 1 ) 
100 
Classification 
, Recognizes that a number of language 
varients can be linked to each of the, 
three standard efficients representations 
Can construct an appropriate 
representation (Venn diagram 
cross-clarification table or 
tree diagram) given verbal 
description of the date 
5(a) 
I----~----~-------~-------; 
Selects elements which fits 




dan describe the multiple 




Can divide a given collection 
into two or more classes and 
recognize that some elements 
I 
1 
from each class form another 
class. Can locate the boundary1 
new class J 
3(a) 
of the 
Can completely apportion a 
collection into disjoint sets on 
( 6 ) 
r;n interpret an appropriat~ representation (Venn diagram 
cross-clarification table, 
1 or tree diagram) 
5(b) I 
t----------I 
Identify by name an element 
which belongs in the 
intersection of two classes 
designated by name only 
2( c) 
the basis of one criterion and then 
can re-sort the same collection 




Can completely partition a 
collection into disjoint sets 
on the basis of a (self-
selected) criterion 
l(c) 
Can select all objects possess-
ing a salient self determined 




Determine whether a partic~lar l Obje~t bel:~in a ~(!tned class 
101 
Associates class name with 
boundary and discusses 
inclusion and exclusion 
of elements in relation 
to this class 
2(b) 
Can identify the boundary 



































.22 o l 
AlO 27·5 
Al 29 
,AS ..... , 
1 
and Age Correlat For the 1 Concrete 
'rest Age Difference 
Student Hank Rank. Difference Squared 
C8 1 13 12 1L}L~ 
E10 2 9 7 1."9 
P"lO J+ • c:., gZ: 5 23 529 4 d" 
fi'? _~,J "'""" hi ·5 .25 
E5 10 5·5 30.25 
EZ .>~ ... ;'&"' '.~ 1 ...... ,. :2'2, 12. 2~ 
El 8 5·5 2·5 6.25 . 
k') 5·5 2·5 6.25 ~J 
. ~2 2~ . 6 26 
C6 10·5 15 4.5 20.25 
E6 J 7·5 56.25 !g 13 27 ·5 . 14.5 210.25 22 9 81 --
C5 11 2 J-j. 
C4 16 18 2 4 .. 
07 17 1 1 
El~ 7 9 81 
A8 18·5 ?~ 6·5 . J-j.~. ~i. b....- -,4, 
C9 12 6.5 42.25 
11.4 20·5 21 ·5 .25 
E8 8 11.,5 11£~ 2..5 
'.4ir,*"I1.....oi;.;o. ~ 
'b.5 L~2. 25 A1 22·5 29 
A9 23 ·5 .25 
A~ 2L~·5 .... JO. 5·~ 30~ 
"" ;;;".", .. , .... "",."'"-.'''~' . ,- . -... G2 19 5·5 30.25 
C1 26 20 6 36 
A2 2~ 2,5 ~ LL C3 "'2= .5 15' 13·5 182.25 
CI0 15 13·5 182.25 
A7 30 25 5 ~ ~,_. '~",_b.l...~~~ 
. .. 
Government 
Score a.nd Carre the Level Cla.ss a.tion 
Test Age Difference 
Ra.nk Hank Difference Squared 
,:~6 1 3 2 4 
C8 ',2 13 11 121 
EZ LJ.. 1 3 9 
E9 ~ - ::: 1-1-
E10 9 5 25 
cz 6 12 11 121 
I~3 '7 5·5 1.5 2 :-25 
El 8.5 5·5 3 9 E5 _ 10 t·5 2.~ 
09 10 12 2 t} 
C4 11 18 7 L}9 
C5 12·5 11 1.2 2'Q 
E8 8 5'.5 30.25 
E2 14·5 LI- 10 100 
~4 
16 "5' ' 2 2·5 -=26 .2 C; C3 15 1·5 2 .• 25 
C6 15 1·5 2.25 
~2 18 12 1 1 
cr 19 20 1 1 
A5 20 30 10 100 
A6 22·5 22 ·5 .25 
A8 25 2·5 6. 25 
A9 23 ·5 .25 
C10 12. __ 
.. ~- 7·5 56.25 Al0 25 27.5 :;>1 f> - t); 25 ,,., • .J 
A1 26 29 3 9 
.fl.!:!: ,2·5 21 6·5 42.22, 
A7 25 ' 2·5 . 6.25 































Age Correlation for the Level Identi Attributes 
Test Age Difference 
Rank Rank Diff~'?rence S d 
1.5 5·5 L" 16 
9 7·5 56 ?~ ._) 1 __ 12 lL~ 126 
5 3' 2 It 
;1 4 16 
2 J 2 
8 18 10 100 
15 7 49 
. .5·5 ~,_----2~ 6~'2 
lO.5 11 ~. 5 .25 
8 2·5 6.25 
12 •. .5 20 2·5 56. ,5 
10 2·5 6.25 
l!~L 15 1 1 
lq~_l.5 1.~ 2 .• 2~ '. 
13 3·5 12.25 
4 11·5 1.32.25 
hi ,r,·~ ,2 ·5 ... , 20·~5. (, ~ 
19 12 7 1+9 
25 19 6 36 
22 1-1- , 16 
25 
2'7.·5 ? ,.. 6.25 ._<) 
21 LI- 16 
25 30 :5 25 
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the level Gonere 
Difference 
I\.2 1 20 19 
2 17 15 ti 2 1 
Z10 7.5 
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C1 3 28 25 625 
04 23 20 400 
_C_7~~"~'=~d~ __ ~~~~_ .. _1Q~,_".~, __ ._. ___ .2~2 ____________ 7~?-9-
A5 18.5 15.5 240.25 
A9 15.5 12.5 156.25 
C6 "" 829 21 441 
C9 22 14 196 
.A.L~ 12 4 16 
il7 U 9 81 
E10 7.5 1.5 2.25 
C2 14.5 5 10 100 
4.1 18. 5 4 _ .1..Q 











2 12.5 156.25 
1 5. 5 ' .1 ... ". '_bP Hi... 
26 1.5 2.25 
13 11.5 132.25 
,15' '"~~~J ,t~~:~! 
E3 9 15.5 240.25 
~~~~------------~.~~.~5_H~~~t~~"~.5~, ~--~--~3~·~~··'~~.~275 
E7 1 23.5 552.25 
S8 .' 10 11+ . .5 . .21Q.25. 
I ;", 
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Score carre for the Level I +".p "LLy Attributes 
're Age Difference 
Student Rank Rank fference S d 
A3 6·5 1 ~ ,- J 6.5 1.~2.25 
A7 17 10·5 1:1.0.25 
A8 12',5 2 8,1, .. 
El " i 
-' 3·5 12.25 
E2 2.25 
.5 
:1.0 3·5 12.25 
~lQ ""-i\'d"""'-"'<"" 2~5 1 
. 4~725' C1 21.5 28 6.5 
C2 24.5 3 9 
C;J 2L~ 92 J 2 CIt 23 1.5 2.25 
{~5 27 5·5 30.25 Q6 .. 22 Z·j ~6. 25, 
C7 30 8·5 72.25 
CS 21 
·5 025 C9 22 .,2 .25 
Cl0 I,. 2b IL5 20.25 
A1 18·5 3 9 
A2 20 l· 5 Z·~_ 70+ 12 9·5 90.25 
A5 18.5 3 9 
A6 14, 7.~ .26.2~ 
:tt9 17 4. 20.25 
Al0 11 10·5 110.25 
E9 2 19·5 3Sq.25 
~ , 
i ", '., 
Heritage 110a 
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8 7 49 1 
3 Cl 21.5 18.5 342.25 
CJ 26.5 23.S 5t),,?5u 
C9 i 21.5 18.5 342.25 
C4 10 28 18 342 
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T of Scores s 
rc s on The Questionnaire 
\.{\ 
T of ores averages and Percentages on the Questionnaire 
Heritage Level 
Concrete Classificat Identify Attributes 
" 
J 5 8 J 5 8 3 5 8 
~.~. 
Raw ore 61 52 91 51 54 86 9 c:; ,.-
./ 0 
~"""', OC's,,- =' 
rage 6.1 5·2 9.1 5·1 5.4 8.6 
·9 ·5 ?, ov 
entage 61 52 91 51 5L~ 86 90 50 60 
-
Government Level 
-G~~ad.e 3 3 5 8 8 , 3 c: .8 ,,"", , ", 
""" 
~ 
ore 186 1.90 237 72 21l, ,268" 0 56 93 
Average 18.6 19 ~3. 7 , """, ,'" ,Z·? "" , ? .1 26.8 0 5.6 9.3 
, 
Perc 60 61.2 76. lt-5 21.8 63.9 81.2 0 35 58.1 
Environment l.evel 
3 5 8 3 5 8 3 5 8 
. ---
~ 
Raw Score 500 345 ,)38 0 0 0 0 3 8 
30.0 34.5 ,),).8 0 0 0 0 
·3 .8 
" 




Throughout the questionnaire a multiple choice format 
has been used. Questions have been designed to st each 
level of the specific concept: environment, government and 
heritage. Wherever possible each level of each concept has 
117 
been tested using three reference points; three ional, 
two dimensional and print. The three dimensional quest 
are based upon the child 1 d experience. The two dimens 
questions are based upon specific pictures included in the 
que ionnaire. The print questions are based upon spec lc 
written descriptions included in the questionnaire. 
All '1ue i{'H1S on each concept are answered successively 
rather than in random. intermingled order. The definition 
of each concept is asked first to avoid any possible learning 
from experience with the concept questions. 
Instructions to Students 
1. Read each question carefully. 
2. For some questions you may pick two or more cho s that 
are correct. For other questions only one choice will be 
correct. 
J. Circle the letter at the beginning of each statement 
that you think is correct. Example_ (a) all bears are black. 
(b) all bears are covered with hair. 
4. If you want to change your answer put an X through 
answer you want to change. Example (2£:) all bears are black 
(b) all bears are covered with hair. 
5. Once you finish the questions on each page p do not go 
back and change your answer» so, answer each quest carefully. 
118 
6. vlfhen you have completed the at give it back to your 
teacher. 
7. Be sure that you write your birthday in the right place. 
8. Fill in the blanks 




Instructions for Teachers 
1. ease administer the tests in the morning. 
2. Please insure each child records his birthday correctly. 
3. Please separate any of the following questionnaires from 
the group as they are handed in. 
(a) any child who is in an integrated special education program. 
(b) any child that is in an english as a second language 
program. 
(c) any child that is or has been accelerated. 
Please separate these questionnaires as they are handed in 
since there are no nameg on them, 
4. Please ensure the early finishers work quietly until the 
time is complete 
5. Please read the instruction page for the student aloud 
to the class and be sure they understand the instructions. 
6. Do not answer any questions once the students have begun 
answering the questionnaire. 
7. Please start the class at the same time. 
ENVIHONlVlEN1' 
Pick out the statement which gives the best definit 
of environment. 
(a) Environment includes everything around a living thing: 
the objects~ ople and as. 
(b) Environment includes the people around you. 
( c ) Environment includes the objects around you. 
(d) Environment includes the ideas around you. 
( e ) Environment includes everything around an animal. 
(f) Environment includes everything around a person. 
Concept: environment 
Level: Concrete 
A. Three Dimensional 




(d) family pictures 
(e) bed 
(f) chL.l3. c-abinet 




(k) chest of drawers 







(g) tape recorder 
(h) record player 
(i) stove 
4. Circle the names of objects that belong to your to\m 
(a) stop sign 
(b) drug store 
(c) , 
(d) hockey rink 
(e) library 
(f) swimming pool 




5. Circle the name of people that belong ,to your home 
(a) mother 
(b) father 
(c) sister or brother 
( d) carpenter 
(e) teacher 
(f) engineer 
( g) mechanic 
( h) store clerk 
6. Circle the names of people that belong to your school 
(a) mother 
(b) father 





(h) store clerk 
7. Circle the names of people that belong to ypur town 
(a) mother 
(b) father 
(0) sister or brother 
( d) carpenter 
(e) teacher 
(f) engineer 
( g) mechanic 
(h) store clerk 
8. Which of these sayings would you hear at home? 
1. ?1 
(a) You must finish your homework before you go to bed. 
(b) DonUt throw snowballs at recess. 
(c) Geometry is the study of shapes 
(d) Pay for your things at the cash register. 
(e) We will go to Nova Scotia for our vacation this 
summer. 
(f) Attention~ please. The store is closing in five 
minutes. 
9. Which of these sayings would you hear at your scha 
( a) 
(b) 
( c ) 
(d) 
( e ) 
(f) 
You must finish your homework before you bed. 
Don't throw snowballs at recess. 
Geometry is the study of shapes. 
Pay for your things- at the cash register. 
We will go to Nova Scotia for our vacation this 
summer. 
Attention. please. The store is closing in five 
minutes. 
10. Which of these sayings would you hear somewhere tOi"m? 
( a) 
(b) 




You must finish your homework before you go to bed. 
Don't throw snowQalls at recess. 
Geometry is the study of shapes. 
Pay for your things at the cash register. 
We will go to Nova Scotia for our vacation this 
summer. 




Read the description. Circle the statements that are true 
about the description. 
Rufus Harris is an old man now. He was born and raised 
1 ?? 
in Northern Ontario·and spent his life farming near Parry Sound. 
His family were pioneers in the area. There were few other 
people and a lot of forest. The family had to work hard in 
the summer to be sure they had enough food to last through 
the winter. People did not see each other often as we do to-
day but they did get together for dances, barn ing v 
harvesting and fall fairs. 
Most people lived by the rule that you must take care of 
yourself. Everyone had a large family and everybody in the 
family helped on the farm. Families did help each other on 
big jobs such as barn building. All of the children went to 
school but very few stayed in school for as many years as you 
will to-day. 
11. (a) There were few people around when Rufus grew up. 
(b) There were many people around when Rufus grew up. 
(c) The area had many farms. 
(d) The area had few farms. 
(e) Farming was easy because the land was well cleared. (f) People worked together on big jobs. 
(g) All of the children finished high school. 
Concept: Environment 123 
Level: Classificatory 
Read the two descriptions then circle the statements that are 
true about both descriptions 
Verna was raised on a farm in Northern Onyario. She walked 
two miles to school each day. After school, she would help 
around the farm. When she went to high school, she had to 
move to the nearest town. When she finished high school, she 
got married and moved to Southern Ontario. She always wanted 
to be a nurse but she never went back to school~ 
Al was raised on a farm near Toronto. He walked a mile 
to school each day. After school, he worked on the farm. By 
the time he was in high school his parents had sold their 
farm and moved to the city so he could live at home while he 
was going to school. When he finished school, he started 
working for a bank. He was a hard worker so he became a 
manager of the bank. 
12. (a) Both Verna and Al Were raised on farms 
(b) Both Verna and al moved away from home to go to 
high school 
(c) Both Verna and Al were married. 
( d) Both Verna and Al worked hard all of their lives. 
(e) Both Verna and Al worked for the bank, 
Government 
13. Choose best definition of government 
( %?- ) Government describes the people who rule us. 
(b) Government describes the rules made for people 
(c) Government describes the selection of representatives 
by groups of people. The representatives act as 
leaders and have authority to make rules for people. 
(d) Government describes groups of people making rules for 
themselves. 




The teacher is a leader in your classroom. Pick out 
the things that describe your teacher. 
14. (a) Solve problems for you 
(b) Tells you how much work you have to do 
(c) Helps the class get their work done 
(d) Does not help you solve problems. 
(e) Tells you what to do sometimes. 
From the list circle the name of another person who 
is a ieac'fer'. 
15 . ( a) pr inc i pal 
(b) mayor 
(c) mechanic 
( d) carpenter 
(e) store clerk 
(f) hockey coach 
Read the story then circle the things that are in 
the story. 
Mr. Brown is a cub leader. He has a meeting every 
'rhursday night. He tells all the boys be there at 
seven o'clock. He always starts the meeting by having 
the boys stand in a circle around the flag. He helps the 
boys with their work and projects. 
16. (a) Mr. Brown tells the boys when to come to the meetings. 
(b) Mr. Brown is married. 
(c) Mr. Brown was a cub when he was a little boy. 
(d) Mr. Brown helps the boys with their work* 
Authority 
Your parents have authority over you. Circle the things 
that describe your parents. 
17 • (a) rrhey tell you what '1;0::::'0 
18. 
19· 
(b) You do what they tell you v usually. 
(c) You have five parents. 
Here is a list of people. Circle the name of one person 
(e) pilot 
with authority. 
( a) :p r:' :1.nQ: :i,:pa,1 
(b) carpenter 
(c) mayor 
(f) truck driver 
( d) policeman 
Read the story. Pick out the things that describe the 
story. 
John is an indian chief. His people trust him and do what 
he tells them to. John works in a factory and he has his 
own farm. 'rhe people in his tribe think that he is the 
smartest man. When he makes a rule they follow his rule. 
( a) John tells other people what to do. 
(b) John makes rules. 
( c ) Other people follow his rules. 
( d) John is married. 
( e ) Other people do not follow his rules. 
( f) People follow his rules only ,they want to. 
Group 
Your class is a group. Circle the things that are true 
about your class. 
20. (a) People talk to each other 
(b) Most people are friendly. 
(0) The people live close to each other~ 













(e) Teachers at your school 
Coaches' association. 
R this description. eire the things that are 
about the description. 
1 
Steve belongs to a gang. rflhere are six boys in the gang. 
They all live in his neighborhood. They have secret 
meetings. They talk about what they are ing to do 
the summer. They wan to go on a long hike to another 









The boys argue a lot. 
The boys agree about things. ' 
The boys live in different towns. 
The boys live in the same town. 
They are interested in the same things. 
They talk to each other often. 
se statements. Circle the oneS that might be 
a rule at home. 
(a) 
(b) 
( c ) 
( d) 
You must finish your homework before you waths 
television. 
You must wait for the green light before you cross 
the road. 
You cannot throw snowballs at recess. 
You'must-ask'your parents if you want to leave 
the room. 
Here are some statements. Circle the ones that are rules 
2l~. ( a) I think I'll go swimming on Saturday. 
(b) We just got a new dog.' 
(c) Please give me two chocolate bars. 
(d) Don't leave the lights on. 
(e) Take a shower before you go in the pool. 
Representative 
Read the description, e the things that are true 
about it. 
, 
Joe is our class repre ive • ~nJe picked him. 1'\Te 
picked him because he said would be in charge of 
organizing a class trip for us and a party for our class. 
Joe goes to the m~etings for all the representatives. 
They help to decide the rules to set for school. They 
help solve the problems we have in our school. 
25. (a) Joe decided to be the representative. 
(b( Joe will do things for his class. 
(c) Joe helps to set the rules. 





Your teacher is a leader. Your principaJ. is too. 
Circle the things that describe both people. 
26. ( a) They both tell ople what work to do. 
( b) They both help people solve problems. 
( c ) They both work in the same room. 
(d) 'llhey both never tell people what to do. 
( e) Neither one of them help people with problems. 
J 
Read the following descriptions. Circle the statements 
that are true about both descriptions .. 
John is the leader of the gang. There are five 
people in his gang. trhey a bey him when he tells e~11 
to do. All of the boys are ten years old. They have a 
clubhouse in the garage of one boy's house The boys 
like John because he can solve most of the problems 
that they have. All of the boys want to be pol n 
when they grow up. 
Dave is the on his baseball team. There are 
ten people on his team. Dave is the best pitcher and 2 
ad ba:tter.' Dave tells the boys what pos ion 
they will play in the outfield and he sets up the batting 
order. He has good ideas about how to solve problems 
like playing a really good team. The boys all want to 
be baseball players when they grow up. 
27. (a) The boys listen to John and Dave. 
(b) John and Dave want to do the same things 1ivhen they 
grow up. 
John and Dave are the same age., ( c) 
( d) 
( e) 
John and Dave solve problems fo.l' their groups. 
'rhere are more than two boys in both John t s group 
and Dave's group. 
( f) John and Dave live in the same neighborhood. 
Authority 
Both your teacher and your parents have authority over 
you. Circle the things that are true about your teacher 
and your parents. 
28. ( a) They can tell you what to do. 
(b) They both work in the same place. 
( c) People usually obey thg;:ffi ,,:hen y . an r. 
(d) They always go bowling on Saturday night. 
(e) People never obey them when they give an order. 
Here are two discriptions of ople.with authority. Re 
each one then circle the things that are true for both 
people. 
, 
Mr. is a foreman for a hydro crew. There are 
eight men in his crew. They are responsible for all 
electric wires in Bramalea. They repair them if they 
are broken or old. They make sure that everybody has 
electricity. Mr. Short tells s men what jobs they 
must do. The men always do the jobs • Short asks 
them to do because he can fire them they do not. 
l\1a'ny people depencl on IVlr ~ Short to keep the hydr!) 1 s 
working 
Mr. Brown runs an ice cream company. He has thirty 
men working for him. They run all the machines to make 
the cream and they deliver the ice cream to the 
s. Mr. Brown must be sure that everything runs 
well and that the stores do not run out of ice cream. 
He gives the men certain jobs and they do the jobs 
because they do not want to be fired. The store owners 
depend on Mr. Brown to deliver his ice cream to their 
stores so they can sell Mr. Brown i3 forty years 
old and he has been working for his company for twent-
one years. 
29. (a) Mr. Short and Mr. Brown have the same job. 
(b) They both live in the same town. 
(c) They have both had their jobs for a long time. 
(d) Their men must obey them. 
(e) 'rhey both control more than ywo men. 
Groups 
Your class is a group. Some other groups are: a hockey 
team, a baseball team, a cub pack, a brownie pack~ a 
music club at school,a stamp club, a gym club your 
town. Circle the things that tell how any two of these 
groups are the same. 
30. (a) Both groups have two or more people. 
(b) The group members are interested in the same thing. 
(0) EleI;'yone in the group is the same size. 
(d) Everyone lives in the same town. 
(e) everyone gets along well, usually. 
Here is a description of two groups. Read each one, 
then circle the things that are true for both groups. 
'rhe stamp club has seven members. They have been meeting 
for six months. They all enjoy stamp collecting. y 
enjoy talking to and working with each other. They meet 
with their teacher after school every Tuesday night. 
Everyone brings his own stamp collection. 
~JO 
11 gymnastic club has been meeting for two years now. 
They meet at liffe arena because they all live 
near by. They enjoy learning new things from the 
coach because she was once a champion gymnast. They 
enjoy working with the other people the cJ.l1b. They 
meet twice a week on Tuesday night and Saturday 
They are from twelve to fifteen years old 0 rrhere are 
twelve people in the club now. 
31. (a) Both groups have the same number of members. 
(b) Both groups have more than two members. 
(c) Both groups have men leaders. 
(d) Both groups have leaders. 
(e) All the people in. one group live in the same area 
(f) All the people in one group are interested in the 
same thing. 
Law 
You have rules at home and at school. Circle the 
things that are true about the rules at home and 
school. 
32. (a) They both tell you what time to go to bed. 
(b) ~rhey both tell you the things you can' t do 
(c) They both tell you the things you have to do. 
(d) They both are the same for everybody. 
(e) There is a punishment if you break the rules at 
horne or at school. 
Read each discription. Circle the things that tell 
about each description. 
For any sport you might play~ there are many rules 
to remember. The rules tell you how to play the game. 
rrhey tell you what you can and cannot do. Everyone 
must play using the same rules. There is usually a 
penalty or some other punishment the rules are 
broken. The rules are made so that you know what to 
expect in a game. 
33. 
3l .j. • 
In order to be a good r~ you follow the traff 
s r you ride a bicycle or motorcycle or drive 
a car. Every driver follow the rules. If you do 
not follow rules, you may be punished some way. 
Everyone must follow the rules to keep the roads 
all people. The rules te you how to drive safely. T y 
tell you what you can and cannot do. 
(a) Both sets rules tell people what they can do. 
(b) Both sots of rules tell people what they cannot do. 
( c ) Both s of rules are about the same thing 
( d) th sets of rules have punishments if you break them. 
( e ) The rules apply to all people equally. 
( f) The rules apply to only some people and not to others. 
Representatives 
'rhe Brampton c counc has representatives from Bramalea 
The provincial government has representatives from Bramalea 





( e ) 
( f) 
( g) 
A large group of people picked each person to be a 
representative. 
The representative tells the people about the meet 
he goes to. 
The representative very rarely speaks to people. 
tl,lhe representative. does what the people ask him to do •. 
The representative never does what the people ask 
to do 
Jrhe people can replace the representative if he does 
noi; do a good job. 
The representative helps make rules and solve problems 
Here are descriptions of two representatives. Read 
then circle the things that are true about both descriptions 
Mr. Knox is a representative of the company union. ] 
the men at his factory picked him to go to the meetings 
for them. At meetings, there are representatives 
from eightCfactories. The representatives make rules for 
the men and try to solve any problems the men are having 
in the factory. They usua1ly meet once a month in an 
office in Toronto. Mr. Knox was picked to be the 
35· 
Cone 
repre ive for one If docs a good job p 1.32 
the men might pick him again. If he does a bad job~ 
men will pick someone else. After each meet he 
lIs the men what they cided. If the men have a 
problem he tells the other representatives so they can 
help solve the problem. Mr. Knox has been work the 
same company for ten years. He drives ten miles to work 
each day. 
{vir." .. Bailey is a representative on the city council. 
He was picked by the people who live in his area to be 
the representative for the next two years. He goes to 
alI the council meetings and hel.lsually writes a tter 
to all the ople in his area to tell them what the meet-
was about. If the people in his area have a problem 
he will tell the other representatives at a counc 
meeting and they will try tp solve Mr. Bailey can 
be picked again by the people if he does a good job 
but he does not do a good job Y will probably 
not pick him again. 
(a) 
(b) 
( c ) 
( d) 
( e ) (f) 
( g) 
1: 
Both men were picked by a group of 
Both men go to meetings with other 





Both men were picked for the same length of time. 
The men try to solve the problems themselves. 
The people are pleased with both men. 




Here is a list of statements about a leader. Some 
ments fdt into or are part of other statements 9 for 
; the statement "a bear has i1' on his legs" and 
















with authority. Leave 
a learler are trvC' for 
aeier. 
are true 
the statements that are true 
a, some ople with author 
(a) .Pi 
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( t' ) \ ~ A 
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ity controls one or more 
authority can punj opIe 
him. 
aut:h. te s I' e what 
ut c Ie 
about all aV8 
e abo some 
38. (a) A group has more 
(b) Usually 9 the pe 
f 
close t.o each 
other. 















a 1 far away from e 
owinG nts C; irele 
are t~le about all laws ave out 










( e ) 
en 
La"lNs tell people 
Laws tell people 
driving. 
There is usually 
There usually 
about stealing. 
The laws are made 
The laws are made 
Representatives 
what they can do. 
what they cannot do when they are 
a punishment 
a punishment 
breaking a law. 
raking a law 
for everybody to obey. 
some people to obey. 
Read these s about representatives. Ie 
only the ones that are true about all representat s. 
ave out the ones that are true about only some 
representatives. 
1 
(a) Hepresentatives are picked by a group of .pO .c 1.ve people. 
(b) Hepresentatives are picked by a group two or 
( c ) 
people. 
Representat s help solve people!s problems. 
( d) Repre ives help make rules about 
( e ) Representatives help mal<::e rules about many diffe 
things. 
( f) Representatives lose their job if they do not 
well. 
( g) Representati.ves help solve problems about money. 
Heritage 




Heritag,e me<?.:ps the 
objects we o\Vl1. 




Heritage means the 
Heritage means 
important. 
ideas our parents teach us. 




Heritage means the property our parents give us. 
Heritage means the objects, properties and ideas 
that our parents give us. These things were 
important to them and us. 
Heritage means the objects, property and ideas our 
parents give us. These things were important to us 
but not to them 
Questionnaire 
Concept: Heritage 
IJevel ~ Concrete 
ad the description. C Ie the statements that are 
tru~ from the description. 
One of the most important things that I 01Nrl is a 135 
a watch that my grandfather gave me. He was very proud 
of and so am I. I dontt wear it often cause I 
afraid of losing but iL ill runs and is very 
accurate. It is the kind of watch you keep attached 
to a long gold chain in your poclcet. 
[1-2, (a) 'rhe watch was given to me by my grandfather. 
(b) ;Vly grandfather always wore the watch. 
(c) I always wear the watch 
(d) The watch is in good condition. 
(e) The watch is valuable to me. 
(f) The watch is very old. 
am 
Read the description then circle the statements that are 
true. 
When my father quit farming, he gave his farm to me. 
He owned farm for a long time. His father bought 
the farm about sixty years age. Now, I am the farmer. 
It is a large farm and the soil is very good. I am not 
rich but I make a good living on my farm. I have been 
working on the farm ever since I was a small boy. My 
father left me the farm in his will. 
43. (a) I was given the farm by my father. 
(b) I had to buy the farm. 
(c) My grandmother owned the same farm. 
(d) My father left me the farm in his will. 
(e) It is a small farm. 
(f) My father bought the farm. 
Read the following descriptions. Circle the stateme s 
that are true about the descriptions. 
My father taught me to be honest with other people 
He always tried to do this. 'r s idea was very 
ant to him. ;'IIy grandfather taught my father to be 
honest and my father taught me to be honest. It was 
important for my father to be honest and it is important 




( c ) 
( d) 
(e) 
hone is important. 
fJIy . thought that honesty was very 
My grandfather thought honesty was very 
important. 
I dontt think that honesty is very important. 
I think that honesty is very important. 




Level: Identify Attributes 
Here are some statements that describe the idea of 
ritage. Some statements can be luded in other 
statements as part of them, for example; statements ".~ 
bear onh ··1 " "a ar has ha on his 
ad" are included in the "a bear has hair o.n 
his whole body". 




( c ) 
( d) 
( e ) 
(f) 
Heritage includes the objects such as watc sand 
books that our parents leave us. 
Heritage ludes the objects such as farms 
and factories that our parents leave us. 
Heritage includes any ideas such as respect for 
that our parents have taught us. 
Heritage includes the idea that everyone can ak 
freely. 
Heritage includes the idea that we pick the people 
who govern us. 
Heritage includes furniture that our parents leave 
us. 
(g) Heritage includes houses that our parents leave us. 
I: Classification 
the following scriptions. C the statements 
are true for both descriptions. 
My father gave me his family bible when d d. 
It was very special to him because his father had Qwn6'd 
. and left it to It has a family e 
Ii. s all his relat s back to the year eighteen d. 
It 10 
eo"\rE:~r is It is vory 
Wl is ud of 8 nee: 
r. nee 
wife es not wear the necklace va 
~1he is m t lose 
rna I' to her. 
to it someone some day. 
d necklace. 
1~,6 • ( a) 
Bo people received 
Only one person 
ople 
( f) of th people 
n 
i.s ve 
s to be 
rno 
r 
:1. 17 ' and -" 
ause 
nts, 
He se two desc tr1(; statements 
are true for both 
n my father d ft his ss to m!~, 
had a plu,mb business. He was proud of his 
and was ud of the reputation it 
to take 0'T~ l "the bus ss proud 
as well as my father d. 
My wife was ven a cottage I' 
c l.s lVluskol{a. r rna er took 
co had oiNned it for twe 
also ad car(~ of the cottage 









e want to keep 




good care t 
ars. 




( .p ) \ .c both people did not like th 
( r,.) 
\ c:; • ';; r a ]. 
ad SG tvvo descr c the statements that 
a;re r both de 
me be st with always. 
never 1 d di was never d,},s...., 
even me he might do lie 
wanted me to be hone and I s want to be; hone 
s {;randfathe;r taught him to be honest and taue;ht me 
to 
8 taught me to re ct other people. 
tre anyone as you are better they are. Both 
my parents had en that when they were ch n 
they taught me. T .L I can ach my children that 
cause I think it is important. 
( a) parents thought that honesty and ss were 
(b) 
important. 
The parents tried to ach -the child to be honest 
pol 
(c) The child believed tha.t hones and iteness were 
important. 
(d) 'rhe d did not bel that sty pol ness 
were 
(e) T parents did not try to teach the children 
hone and politeness were important. 
